Despite the fact that protection mechanisms like StackGuard, ASLR and NX are widespread, the development on new defense strategies against stack-based buffer overflows has not yet come to an end. In this article, we present a novel compiler-level protection called SCADS: Separated Control and Data Stacks that protects return addresses and saved frame pointers on a separate stack, called the control stack. In common computer programs, a single user mode stack is used to store control information next to data buffers. By separating control information from the data stack, we can protect sensitive pointers of a program's control flow from being overwritten by buffer overflows. To substantiate the practicability of our approach, we provide SCADS as an open source patch for the LLVM compiler infrastructure. Focusing on Linux and FreeBSD running on the AMD64 architecture, we show compatibility, security and performance results. As we make control flow information simply unreachable for buffer overflows, many exploits are stopped at an early stage of progression with only negligible performance overhead.
Introduction
Security in software has a long history. After one of the most prominent examples of malware, the Morris Worm [16, chapter: "The Internet Worm"], gained a lot of media attention, steadily more and more exploits have been developed to abuse several vulnerabilities, present in frequently used programs. As a counter measure, scientists began to develop patches and protection mechanisms, to be integrated into programs, to fix vulnerabilities or at least make it as unfeasible as possible for attackers, to abuse them any further. This triggered a long-lasting race, with the task for both of the two sides (attackers and defenders) to be the first to explore a new or old vulnerability and attack or fix it before the opponent gains knowledge about it. This race is still ongoing today, now that security in the IT sector is even more important than ever before. And until today, one of the most frequently abused vulnerabilities, already part of the attack strategy of the Morris Worm, is still not fixed satisfactorily. The talk is of buffer overflows. Buffer overflows are a vulnerability in programs that is caused by missing range checks on buffers, which makes them an inherent problem of the used programming language.
C is one of the languages that does not perform any range checks on buffers by specification, thus it is not supporting the prevention of buffer overflows a ll b y i tself. According to the TIOBE-index [28] , C is still the most commonly used programming language as of 2014, which may be the main reason why buffer overflows are so dangerous and wellknown, even in modern software. Of course, in the history of IT security, many attempts have been made to eliminate the vulnerability of buffer overflows. Though the developed defensive schemes either were not able to protect against all consequences of a buffer overrun, or they had other disadvantages, like a non-negligible performance overhead.
Protection schemes that focus on incorporating a posteriori boundary check for buffers (against the language's specification), lower the performance of programs written in C severely, and are therefore not the favored protection mechanism of choice, because C as a programming language is mostly used because of its well-known high performance features. Some supporting protection concepts like Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [18] and Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [26] share the idea of not protecting the overrunning buffers at all, but instead target to enfeeble any exploits that abuse buffer overflows, by reducing the amount of options an exploit has, as soon as the redirection of the program's control flow has occurred. But history once again has proven, that this strategy also is not the answer to everything. The invention of DEP, although it was a very important progress to be made in the field of IT security, has spawned attack schemes such as Return Oriented Programming (ROP) [23, 25] , which is able to bypass the protection offered by ASLR and DEP to successfully exploit a program.
The main reason why ROP can be successful is the fact that neither DEP nor ASLR protect the Return Instruction Pointer (RIP) from modification, which is the most popular target of exploits for control flow manipulation. A rather obvious conclusion to this situation is that a better strategy may be to protect the RIP and equals, hence to use a security mechanism which sets in at a temporal stage of protection between DEP/ASLR and boundary checking of buffers. The approach we present within this article is based on just this idea. The protection of control flow data like the RIP can be maintained in many different ways, and our concept is not the first to take up this strategy. Nevertheless, our approach is defined by the way it addresses this task, by introducing a second stack to the generally single stack of a runtime environment. The two stacks, namely the control stack and the data stack, are supposed to manage different types of data without mixing them, to fulfill the protection of control flow data, especially the RIP. For this reason the defensive concept we introduce is given the name Separated Control and Data Stacks (SCADS). SCADS is based on the idea of separating the data which is stored on the stack of a process. It shall not be possible for an attacker to manipulate and redirect a program's control flow after a buffer overflow occurred. To achieve this separation, we introduce a second stack, the so called data stack). While the remaining, native stack of the unified model now shrinks in size and becomes the so called control stack. For the purpose of preventing misunderstandings, we denote the original stack of the non-SCADS runtime environments as unified stack.
Design and Implementation

Control
In consequence to the twofold stack usage, the process memory layout experiences a few changes. Figure 1 roughly indicates the new memory layout that is accompanied with the usage of SCADS. The memory segment of the unified stack is now occupied by the control stack, and in contrast to the original memory layout there now exists an additional memory segment between the heap and the control stack: the data stack. We further describe the exact location of the data stack in the forthcoming sections, but for now we want to mention that the control stack cannot collide with the data stack when it grows downwards, as both the control and the data stack are fully able to grow automatically.
Both of the newly introduced stacks manage mutually exclusive types of data. To clarify what kind of data is stored on each of the stacks, we classify two types of data that can be identified on the unified stack:
Control Flow Data This type of data is responsible or at least capable of managing the control flow of the program.
The most important example of control flow data is the return instruction pointer, which is stored on the stack every time a function is called. Common exploits often modify the RIP, to redirect the control flow to predelivered shellcode or other source of malicious code.
Regular Data This data type is everything but control flow data. It includes all data which is necessary for computations but does not influence the control flow, e.g. buffers. Moreover local variables and saved data registers are considered to be of the type of regular data. Regular data, especially buffers, are often used by common exploits to gain the ability to modify nearby control flow data.
The idea of separation originates in the aspiration to construct a runtime environment, which is immune to overwriting control flow data such as the RIP, consecutive to a previously enforced abuse of regular data, for example through a buffer overflow. A detailed analysis regarding this immunity is realized in section 4. It is crucial that no data stored on the data stack gives any hints on the location of the control stack, which is already inherently achieved by the separation of the two before mentioned data types. Moreover, it is necessary to prevent the detection of the control stack location by brute force attacks. Therefore the location of the data stack is partially randomized and implicitly with it also the gap between the control and data stack. The purpose of a nonstatic offset between the control and the data stack requires both of the two stacks to be referenced by a register, which allows access to the stack pointers (and frame pointers if used) as known from the unified stack.
Listing 1: Exemplary assembly code that indicates which of the two stacks is influenced by a corresponding machine instruction (green: control stack; yellow: data stack). In consequence to the data separation, the machine instructions of the x86 ISA can now also be classified into different categories. Some of them influence the state of the control stack, others the state of the data stack, and still others do not have an influence on any of the two stacks. Listing 1 illustrates the responsibility of the two stacks for different machine instructions, by the help of an exemplary assembly program. The code highlighted in green influences the control stack, the code in yellow influences the data stack and the code in gray does not have an influence on any of the stacks, mainly because it does not perform a memory access.
Initialization of Data Structures
The initialization phase is an essential process of the SCADS concept. All necessary data structures, that are needed to guarantee the protection of the control flow data, are created and initialized. The summarized task of the initialization phase is to set up a runtime environment that is conform with the SCADS concept. A program is supposed to be compatible with the SCADS environment as soon as the main-function is entered, such that initialization operations must be completed before.
Linking the Initialization Module.
As we do intend to separate the initialization phase from the actual program code, we perform the initialization before the body of main is executed. One way to achieve this would be to hard-code the initialization mechanism into the compiler, and let it place the machine instructions at the very beginning of main. But this is not be the method of preference because anything that is to be executed before the main function should not be the task of the compiler, but the task of the linker. So the initialization phase is encapsulated within a separate module, which is linked to the binary and builds a wrapper around the main function.
Listing 2: Command-Line to link a SCADS-binary with the init module.
clang -Xlinker --wrap=main -o scads_bin scads_module.o init_module.o
An exemplary command-line, which is used to link a binary with the initialization module, is illustrated in listing 2.
The here defined object file init_module.o contains a function called __wrap_main. By passing the -Xlinker -wrap=main flags to the linker, it is advised to replace every call to the function main with an invocation of the function __wrap_main. To ensure the invocation of the original main function, the __wrap_main function must make a call to it after the initialization is finished. Everything that is contained in, and performed by the initialization module is now be described in section 2.1.2.
The Initialization Process.
The initialization itself consists of a couple of steps to be performed. Figure 2 shows the single steps of the initialization phase by the help of a control flow diagram. As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the initialization is implemented within the __wrap_main function, which is called by the _start function. When the __wrap_main function is entered, the runtime environment still consists only of one single stack, the unified stack. This stack is used during the whole initialization to allocate and set up the second stack, the data stack. By the end of the initialization, we no longer reference the unified stack by its original name but call it control stack. Because after the initialization steps, the behavior of the unified stack equals the behavior of the control stack, as explained in section 2.3. For the whole initialization process, no lib-functions are used but only raw system calls without wrapper functions around them. The reason for this approach is a compatibility issue which occurs when functions of a custom library compiled with SCADS are used before the initialization of the data stack has finished. In such case, the program aborts due to a segmentation fault. This topic is further explained in section 7.4.
Allocation of the Data Stack Before any computations for the allocation of the data stack can be made, the arguments of the main function argc and argv (passed via %edi and %rsi) must be saved, because the registers containing them are used by various function and system calls. The two registers are therefore copied onto the unified stack until the data stack is created. Although the argv pointer is overwritten later on anyway, it yet stores the information about the location of the command-line arguments, which needs to be known for later copying of the arguments, as explained in section 2.1.2. Afterwards a desired, raw starting address for the data stack segment is computed. This is achieved by retrieval of the unified stack address (i.e. the current value of %rsp), which is the control stack address later on. As shown in figure 1 , the data stack is determined to lie below the control stack, within the unallocated memory gap between the unified stack and the heap. To prevent the data stack from being placed inside the control stack, we first obtain the maximal extension of the control stack, which can be retrieved via the getrlimit syscall by passing the RMLIMIT constant as resource parameter. By default the maximal extension size of the stack is defined to be 8 MiB.
address Data 
We use the value returned by this syscall to identify the maximal starting address (control and data stack grow both from high to low addresses) for the data stack, satisfying the condition that the data stack does lie below and not inside the extensible area of the control stack. Within a 64-bit address space, there is no lack of leeway, so we can define the raw static starting address of the data stack, as shown by formula 1, without introducing any complications. With a default value of 8 MiB for the maxExtension Control variable, this leads to a starting address of the data stack, 64 MiB below the control stack extension during the execution of the data stack allocation.
Nevertheless, as already indicated, the so computed address is just a static one. Meaning that apart from the maxExtension Control variable, there is no other variable factor to influence the resulting address. For processes with equal maximal stack extension, the gap between data and control stack would remain always the same. If an attacker could obtain this information, pointers could be misused similar to the attack scheme by Bulba [17] . Knowing that the maximal stack extension is a parameter to rarely change, this static sized gap would be the regular case and therefore not sufficient to guarantee an anonymous location of the control stack relative to the data stack. We want to prevent this to not cause any vulnerabilities for exploits, which may abuse the known relative position of the control stack. Therefore as shown by formula 2, the final starting address of the data stack's memory segment is further enhanced by adding a random component to it. The variable randomEntropy in formula 2 is a pseudo-random value which is computed using klibc's [4] rand and srand functions. We randomize the 24 least-significant bits of the static address by adding the signed pseudo-random value randomEntropy which lies in the interval [−2 23 , 2 23 − 1]. This means the data stack can be adjusted in both directions, to high and low addresses, depending on the sign of the pseudorandom value.
With the final data stack address, we can now allocate the memory segment using the system call mmap. The entire code that is executed for the allocation is illustrated in Listing 3. As result of the allocation, we receive an anonymous, non-executable memory segment of initial size of one page, including read-and write-privileges. The MAP_GROWSDOWN flag, which is passed to mmap, allows the data stack to grow in size, just like the control stack does. The growth of the stack is an essential property, because it allows the allocation of the stack with the minimal size of one memory page, so that no unused memory is wasted. However the growth of the data stack, with the MAP_GROWSDOWN flag activated, is a bit more complicated than one would expect. A short explanation of the addressed complexity is given in section 2.2.3. Also note that MAP_GROWSDOWN is a Linux specific flag. The equivalent on FreeBSD is the MAP_STACK flag, and the call to mmap is accordingly adjusted, depending on the operating system, the binary is compiled and linked on.
Copying of Command-Line Arguments In general, no data migration needs to be performed that transfers data from the control stack on to the data stack, with one exception. We implemented SCADS in such a way that all data gets automatically separated and stored at its destination, from the moment of the invocation of the main function. But there is one important block of data, that gets stored on the control stack even before main is executed. The talk is of the command-line arguments, which shall not remain on the control stack, and therefore do get migrated onto the data stack within the initialization process.
According to the control flow chart of figure 2, the next step after the allocation of the data stack is the copying of the command-line arguments from the control stack onto the bottom of the data stack, we just mentioned. It is vital for the SCADS concept that the arguments are no longer addressed on the control stack. By copying them onto the data stack we once again enforce the important condition of separating control flow data from regular data, as all command-line arguments are classified as regular data and so shall not remain on the control stack.
The goal is to prevent exploits from abusing the argv pointer to reach control flow data and modify it. Thus, to successfully prohibit such actions, the argv pointer must not contain an address, that points to the control stack. Hence we copy all arguments onto the data stack as mentioned before. To perform this task, the argument list is parsed from the control stack, to identify the overall space that is needed to store the arguments on the data stack. After the whole block of command-line arguments has been copied, the addresses of the argv array pointing at the arguments, are no longer consistent. Therefore, the whole argv array is translated to the new locations of the arguments, and placed on the data stack, where the main function can reach it. Last but not least, the argc variable, indicating the number of arguments, and the argv pointer, pointing at the start of the arguments array, are restored into the registers %edi and %rdi to fulfill the parameter interface of the main function.
Finalization Two more small steps need to be accomplished to finalize the initialization phase. We already computed the starting address of the data stack and know the offset to the end of the argument list, which is now also located on the data stack. But we must place this address where the program expects it. The SCADS environment is configured to have %rbp manage the stack pointer of the data stack (see section 2.2.1). Hence, the starting address of the data stack, below the argument section, is placed into %rbp using inline assembler. Finally, a call to the main function is made to initiate the program's true control flow, which from then on uses the SCADS runtime environment, including the control and the data stack.
The Data Stack
As explained in the previous section 2.1, the data stack is a completely new memory segment. This segment was and is not present in a runtime environment with the unified stack. Its allocation is done during the initialization phase (see 2.1.2). Nevertheless, the newly created data stack stores most of the data that is stored on the unified stack, and therefore its size does only differ very slightly from the size of the unified stack. Its location is designed to be below the control stack, within the unallocated memory space between the heap and the control stack. However its position is not completely static, as it is partially randomized to improve the protection against several exploits.
Register Occupation.
The data stack occupies at most two registers for which we have chosen %rbp as stack pointer and %r14 as optional frame pointer. The reason we not chose %rsp to be the data stack's stack pointer is based on an architectural matter, which forces the use of %rsp for the control stack. A more detailed explanation of this can be found in the forthcoming section 2.3, which focuses on the control stack.
Knowing that %rsp is reserved by the control stack, it is obvious to use %rbp as stack pointer of the data stack, because it is not occupied by the control stack which does not need a frame pointer for its memory management. The %rbp register is most of the time used as a specific purpose register anyway, but we reserve it permanently for the usage as stack pointer. In contrast, the reservation of register %r14 as frame pointer is not permanent.
Managed Data Types.
On the data stack, we store all sorts of data which are of the regular data type. This includes first and foremost static sized buffers allocated within a program, and in general all sorts of local variables (excluding data that is placed on the heap). There is no machine instruction defined by the x86-64 ISA that implicitly uses %rbp without the register defined as operand. Because of this fact, by using %rbp as stack pointer of the data stack we do not end up with problems of storing control flow data like the RIP on the data stack by mistake. Figure 3 (b) shows a compilation of stack frames on the data stack. It is clearly shown that due to the missing frame pointer and RIP on the stack, the parameters stored on the stack are starting at frame pointer offset +0 bytes on a 64-bit architecture. The figure 3 fulfills the concept of the AMD64 calling convention, thus parameter 1 to 6 are not stored on the stack but passed via registers. In contrast to the data stack, the parameters on the unified stack ( figure 3(a) ) are starting at frame pointer offset +16 bytes. Hence, for the implementation of the parameter access on the data stack, all offsets must be subtracted by 16.
The data stack is also responsible for the storage and retrieval of any callee-saved data registers (not including the frame pointer register, which is classified as control flow data) at the beginning and the end of a function. In this context, a second difference towards the unified model exists, which concerns the topmost access to the data stack. We cannot use push and pop instructions on the data stack, because these instructions implicitly use the register %rsp for storage of the corresponding data, but we define %rbp as stack pointer of the data stack. The solution is to simulate the push and pop instructions on the data stack with a chain of usable, alternative machine instructions, which do not create any side effects on memory regions we want to keep clean from regular data. Listing 5 demonstrates how the regular push and pop instructions from listing 4 are translated to operate on the data stack. Every push and pop is simulated by two instructions, consisting of either sub/mov or mov/sub. As we now use two instructions, instead of one, this simulation scheme may have a negative effect on the performance of the program.
by the kernel. The flag MAP_GROWSDOWN, which is passed to the mmap system call, enables the feature of the newly allocated memory segment, to grow downwards. But there may be some complications with large stack frames (by large we mean frames with a size larger than one page). It may be necessary to treat such stack frames in a special way to allow the stack to grow correctly. Though, this is a complication dependent on the operating system. On FreeBSD the stack extension can be performed the same way on small as well as large stack frames (as shown by listing 6), without introducing any performance overhead. But on Linux, a large stack frame must be extended page-wise (as shown by listing 7), as otherwise the program's execution is likely to abort. During our analysis on Linux, we have made the observation that it is impossible to extend the size of the data stack in one step for large stack frames, by modifying the stack pointer %rbp only once. Instead it is necessary to extend the stack in steps of single pages (generally 4 KiB large), to ensure that the operating system can allocate guard pages at the top of the growing stack correctly. This circumstance makes need of a chain of instructions to be generated for the extension of the data stack for large stack frames. The chain consists of instructions to modify the stack pointer in direction of growth and touch (make a write access) the stack at its current extension. This ensures that the exception handler of the guard page, at the top of the stack, gets invoked, to let the operating system extend the stack by one page. Listing 7 shows the translation of a normal stack extension for a large stack frame (shown by listing 6) to the extension mechanism needed for the data stack.
If the data stack's extension is not specially treated, as shown in listing 7, and instead extended normally, as illustrated in listing 6, the program aborts with a segmentation fault due to a memory access to not allocated memory. By extending the stack pointer by more than about one page's size (depending on the position of the stack pointer in the current stack frame), the guard page at the top of the stack is skipped and the next memory access takes place at the unallocated memory region between the data stack and the heap.
The Control Stack
The control stack stays at the place of the unified stack. This means that it is allocated by the kernel of the operating system at load time of each program. Due to the fact that it now stores much less data compared to the unified stack, the control stack is of rather small size and generally not exceeds the size of one page with the exception of heavy recursion. It keeps the direction of growth from high addresses to low ones and expands towards the data stack. 2.3.1. Register Occupation. By the nature of the x86-64 architecture, the stack pointer of the control stack must be stored in the register %rsp. This is justified by the fact that the %rsp register is implicitly used by the processor for storing the RIP in memory. So every RIP that results from a function call is stored at the memory location %rsp points to. Using a different register as the stack pointer would lead to the consequence that generated return addresses would not be stored on the control stack in the first place, thus becoming necessary to copy or move them to the control stack, right after a function has been called. Not only would this lead to a significant performance loss, because a couple of instructions would be needed for copying the addresses. Moreover it would construct a severe vulnerability that would eliminate the necessary condition of separation for a secure environment, defined by the concept of SCADS. The only other reasonable choice for the use of %rsp would be as stack pointer for the data stack. Therefore we would store the most vulnerable control flow data, namely the RIP, on the data stack. Hence, it is actually mandatory to use %rsp as stack pointer for the control stack.
RIP
Managed Data Types.
The control stack is responsible for the maintenance of control flow data. To be exact, the control stack stores return instruction pointers and saved frame pointers only. This means, that it handles existing control flow data except of function pointers. Our SCADS implementation is yet only prototypical and the usage of the control stack is intended to be extended in the future. But the handling of function pointers is a rather complex task, as the C specification on the usage of pointers of any type, as function pointers, is far from strict.
"A pointer to an object or to void may be cast to a pointer to a function, allowing data to be invoked as a function (6.5.4) . A pointer to a function may be cast to a pointer to an object or to void, allowing a function to be inspected or modified (for example, by a debugger) (6.5.4)."[5, J.5.7 Function pointer casts]
The loose specification of function pointers, produces the need to treat any arbitrary type of pointers as function pointers, because such transferring casts are not prohibited. Nevertheless, the storage of regular pointers (classified as regular data) on the control stack in general enforces the mixing of regular data and control flow data on the control stack, which threatens the security of the primary control flow data such as the return addresses. Accordingly, as long as function pointers remain ambiguous, as defined by the C specification, there is no proper solution to find the right place for their storage. So far, function pointers could be cast into pointers of any other type and vice versa, without offending the terms of their specification. This is the main reason why we do not configure the control stack to handle function pointers in SCADS.
Because %rsp is used to store the stack pointer of the control stack, it is further possible to use push and pop instructions for storage and retrieval of data on the control stack. This makes the implementation of the control stack extremely simple, as we do not need to change any machine code generation in the compiler, which concerns the storage and removal of RIPs and the frame pointer of the data stack. They are implicitly stored and retrieved from the control stack by usage of the call, ret, push and pop instructions.
Alignment.
Alignment is an optional feature in SCADS which enables compatibility to legacy code, e.g. legacy libraries; it can be enabled by a flag at compile time. When code compiled with SCADS is not confronted with legacy code, this feature is not necessary for a program. The purpose of stack alignment has various reasons. In case of a 64-bit architecture like x86-64, every memory address is represented by an 8 byte value. Since we only store at most two addresses per function call on the control stack, it is always implicitly 8 byte aligned. The planned usage of the control stack would not require any coarser alignment. But to be compatible to legacy code, which uses the control stack for storage of control flow data, as well as regular data, an 8 byte alignment would not be sufficient in some cases. To fulfill a maximum of 16 byte alignment, in case no frame pointer is in use, we extend the control stack by another 8 byte using the sub and add instruction. On the other hand, if a frame pointer is enabled for a stack frame, the stack is already 16 byte aligned and thus no further operations are performed. Figure 4 shows the two cases which do either not need a forced stack alignment, because the frame pointer is in use, or a stack alignment needs to be enforced by adding gaps of 8 byte of memory to each stack frame.
Implementation in the LLVM Back-End
We briefly want to describe, what was done to implement SCADS in the LLVM back-end in practice. As our implementation's target architecture is the x86-64 architecture, most of the modifications have been made to the files belonging to the x86 back-end. A complete list of files (with full project path), which have been modified is:
• include/llvm/CodeGen/CommandFlags.h Note that the code for the initialization module is completely independent from the Clang/LLVM compiler and has therefore been excluded into a separate file we named main_wrap.c. The name arises from the fact that the initialization module is linked to the program in such a way, that it wraps around the main function and calls it as soon as the initialization is done. While the files llc.cpp, CommandFlags.h and TargetOptions.h have only been adjusted to implement the various flags we integrated to let the user decide about the features to use, the rest of the listed files contribute to the actual functionality of SCADS. The set of flags now contains the following four:
• -num-stacks [number of stacks]
• -enable-xor-encryption
• -enable-legacy-callback-compat
• -enable-legacy-stack-alignment
As most of the features of SCADS do not interfere with any function's body, but just need to make changes to the prolog and epilog of functions, the file that was most important for SCADS' implementation is the file X86FrameLowering.cpp. In this file, the whole prolog and epilog mechanism for every source code function is implemented within the two functions emitPrologue(. . . ) and emitEpilogue(. . . ). It is implemented how the stack extension is managed (regarding normal and large stack frames), which way registers are to be pushed and retrieved from the data stack (as push/pop are not usable on the data stack), and the functionality of the compatibility flags, as well as the XOR encryption (see section 2.5).
The LLVM back-end is structured in such a way, that every hardware architecture has its own back-end, separated from any other back-end, to implement the generation of code for just one specific architecture. This also applies for the x86-architecture. For that reason, one of our goals during the implementation of SCADS was to interfere as few as possible with other hardware architectures. Largely, we have accomplished this task, but there is one upper class every single back-end inherits from, which we had to modify, hence also taking influence on the implementation of other back-ends. In the class TargetFrameLowering of the file TargetFrameLowering.h, we included a couple of data structures and added a second constructor to handle the management of more than one stack. In fact, the class' structure has been modified in such a way that it would be easy to let its inheriting classes handle an arbitrary number of stacks in future. The newly added constructor is only used by the x86 back-end. Some data structures like the StackDirection, that were originally single values, have been transformed into arrays to manage multiple values of the same type (i.e. multiple stacks instead of just one). Nevertheless, the access on these arrays is fully managed through read-only functions of that class, which we adjusted in such a way that they hide the information from the caller of the read data structure being an array. So the behavior of the non-modified back-ends remains the same.
Although we had to make a few major changes to the architectural design of the compiler's class structure, we have implemented SCADS in such a way that the compiler is fully downward compatible. If the -num-stacks flag is set to "1", the compiler generates code the way it did before we modified it. The rest of the yet not mentioned files, listed above, have experienced minor modifications to maintain the new register occupation for the data and the control stack, and to adjust the offsets to the data structures on the data stack.
Extension: XOR-Encryption
The SCADS approach alone is designed to protect control flow data, especially the return address, from abuse by malicious code injection. Nevertheless, in this section we want to introduce an extension to the SCADS approach, which also targets the protection of the RIP. This approach is similar to the one presented in [14, section 3.1(c)]: By encrypting the RIP with XOR, we can enforce an enhanced security level regarding the integrity of any stored RIP on the control stack.
Every time a function is entered, at the very beginning of the function, the RIP is encrypted. The decryption of the previously encrypted function takes place at the very end of each function. Thus the return address remains encrypted for the whole runtime of the function (including its sub-calls), until the decrypted state of the return address is needed again, to jump back to its caller. So the implementation of the scheme only requires us to extend the prolog and epilog of every function, generated by the compiler.
To preserve the performance as much as possible, the encryption algorithm is reduced to a simple XOR with the current value of the stack pointer. As performing the XOR operation twice on a single value obviously results in its identity, it can be used for encryption as well as for decryption of the return address equally. Listing 8 shows the implementation of the XOR-encryption within a function's prolog and epilog. Here we use the stack pointer for the encryption of the return address. Nevertheless, it would also be possible to use the current frame pointer (if present) to fulfill this task, as shown in [14, section 3.1(c) ]. Yet, because the RIP is stored on the control stack, which does not own a frame pointer, the only possibility would be the use of the data stack's frame pointer. But the location of the data stack can be easier obtained by an attacker than the one of the control stack. So an attacker might have a better chance to create a malicious, encrypted return address, whose decrypted result could be a valid address, if the data stack's frame pointer would be used for encryption. Therefore it is wise to choose the %rsp register (i.e. the stack pointer of the control stack) for the encryption process.
We want to mention that we define the approach of XORencryption of the RIP within our SCADS environment as more effective, because of the fully dynamic randomized positioning of the data stack towards the control stack. In contrast the randomization (or "float" as they call it) of Fu's and Wang's approach [14, section 3.1(b)], takes place during compile time, which lowers the effect of the XOR-Encryption, due to the fact, that the stack address may be known more likely.
Related Work
In history, many different approaches have been invented to pit themselves against the menace of exploits of all kind, from which some are similar to our approach. We want to have a discussion on these related schemes and point out the differences between them and SCADS.
StackGuard
StackGuard [10] is a compiler-based security measure that focuses on the protection of return addresses and saved frame pointers, just like SCADS does. To achieve this task, binaries must be recompiled into code which places so called canaries (or canary word[s] [10, chap. 3]) on the stack, right below a return address or saved frame pointer. These canaries are in general 8 byte sized values, which can be of different, common types: random canary, terminal canary, and XOR canary [22, sec. 2.2]. Random canaries consist of randomly generated values, terminal canaries include characters that cannot be used within an attack vector of an exploit, and XOR canaries are random canaries which are additionally encrypted with the return address of the corresponding stack frame. While these three types do possess their own specific properties, the security of the whole concept strongly depends on the anonymity of any created canaries. On every removal of a stack frame, with a subsequent jump to the previous control flow, the previously stored canary is checked for integrity and this way allows to detect buffer overflows that may have modified the protected data. When a buffer overflow occurs, the attack vector is placed in the buffer and further, potentially overwriting the return address. But to reach the return, the attacker must overwrite the canary linearly. Thus it is vital for the delivered security level that an attacker must not be able to reproduce the correct value of the canary.
There exists an extension of StackGuard, called MemGuard [10, sec. 3.2], which offers a higher security level than StackGuard itself. But with the higher security level, this concept "suffers substantial performance penalties compared to" [10, StackGuard. This performance overhead is generally very small, but may sum up to a noticeable amount when the number of performed function calls is rather high. In contrast, SCADS does not introduce additional machine instructions for each stack frame, hence there is no significant performance overhead in general. The memory overhead of StackGuard is negligible, as the only additional memory that is used, arises from the canaries placed on the stack. With canaries of 8 byte size on a 64-bit system, the average call-depth of the program must be high to create a significant memory overhead. SCADS produces a small initial memory overhead at program start, that is likely to be compensated at runtime.
StackShield
StackShield [2] is a defensive concept similar to SCADS in specific ways. In 2008, the idea of StackShield was revisited for the binary rewriting tool TRUSS (Transparent Runtime Shadow Stack) [27] , with the difference that a return address is compared to its shadow copy rather than enforcing its integrity by restoring a backup value.
By managing a redundant storage area, that contains return addresses of the regular control flow, StackShield reminds of the control stack of SCADS which being separated from the main stack. The storage area of StackShield though, is located in the data segment of a process' memory space. Within this memory space, StackShield manages redundant copies of any return address, created during runtime. The original return addresses from the stack, however, remain at their original memory location and are not modified. The objective of StackShield is to prevent the permanent modification of a return address by comparing its value with its copy in the redundant storage area, before the ret machine instruction is executed. In case a buffer overflow occurred and modified the return address maliciously, StackShield does notice the modification and perform a counter action. It is up to the programmer to define the behavior in such a case. StackShield may either abort, due to a detected exploitation attempt, or overwrite the modified return address with its original value from its copy and keep the program running, even though some local data may have been altered and causes undefined behavior. Just like StackGuard and SCADS, StackShield is a security mechanism that is compiler-based. This means that it the activation of StackShield within a binary does require to recompile the program, but not to modify the source code.
StackShield does not protect data like saved frame pointers but only the return address. This introduces some vulnerabilities to exploits not focussing on the modification of return addresses solely. In a later version, support for the protection of function pointers with an address range check has been introduced, although this mechanism brings in a couple of additional machine instructions to be executed and therefore decreases the performance noticeably. The overall performance overhead of a binary with StackShield activated may not be underestimated, because the overall management of the redundant storage area, incorporated into every prolog and epilog of a compiled function, is again quite expensive. Like StackGuard, StackShield's performance overhead is thus bound to the number of calls that are made within a program, while SCADS' performance overhead is only static.
The memory overhead of StackShield is also similar to the one of StackGuard. Every new stack frame requires a few additional bytes to store the redundant return address as well as minor collateral data used to maintain the data structures of the redundant area in the data segment. Unless a program does not have a very high average call-depth, the memory overhead is not large at all.
Multi-Stack Approaches
During our research, we found two existing concepts which are especially similar to our approach as they make use of multiple stacks, just like SCADS does. These two concepts are MSC ("Multiple Stacks Countermeasure") [29, p. 63ff.] and SCISM ("Stack Control Information Separating Mechanism") [14] . While these approaches are closely related to ours, there exist some essential differences having an influence on the security and other properties. We explain these differences and point out what sets SCADS apart from MSC and SCISM in the following.
MSC.
MSC is a security measure based on the idea of separating data on the stack to different memory locations. However, MSC follows a much more excessive strategy of data separation by using not only two different stacks but up to five stacks. The five stacks and data they manage are classified upon risk levels that indicate how likely data is to be used for exploitation, as indicated by [29, p. 64, table 3.1] . Thus MSC separates all data, stored on the stack, in a fine-grained way, to prevent correlation between data types, that shall be strictly isolated from each other. As all other previously presented concepts, MSC is a compiler-based approach as well. For the maintenance of the five newly introduced stacks, the compiler that implements MSC uses the frame pointer of a stack frame and modifies the offsets to any local data to redirect the access onto the stack of desire. So in contrast to SCADS, MSC does not reserve a register (or pair of registers) for every single stack that is added to the original one. This method forces the location of every single stack to be static, thus defined at compile time. In our view the static location of every stack and also the static offset between all stacks can introduce a security vulnerability for exploits making use of random write access. Such exploits can easier find the data on corresponding stacks that they need to modify, because the relative position is known before execution.
MSC tries to address this problem by placing all character buffers on a stack where nothing but buffers are stored. However, as explained in [29, p. 63, sec. 3.3.1] , it is also possible to store character arrays within a struct, and the data of structs does not get separated across stacks (see [29, p. 68, fig. 3.2] ). This proves the approach is kind of "over-engineered" because it is possible to gain random write access during an attack, when a struct containing a buffer inhabits an arbitrary pointer. An example for such an exploit is shown in section 4. We classify the security level of SCADS in such a scenario as more safe, because it is capable of protecting against these exploits.
According to the performance analysis that has been performed in [29, p. 70 , sec. 3.4.1], MSC does introduce only minor performance impacts. SCADS is also designed to cause as few performance overheads as possible. Nevertheless, the fact that MSC does not occupy an additional register for the maintenance of the stacks may result in more optimal code. The memory overhead that comes with MSC is rather high: "The drawback of this countermeasure is that it results in gaps on the remaining stacks, resulting in wasted memory" [29, p. 69] . All five stacks are allocated with the same size, which is the maximum size of the unified stack, that needs to be known at compile time. For the storage of the specific data types, that are placed on each of the five stacks, no reordering is fulfilled, to prevent an internal fragmentation as shown by [29, p. 69, fig. 3.3] . This leads to the problem that MSC causes a memory overhead of 5 * sizeof stack when all five memory segments are mapped to physical memory, which happens as soon as all of the stacks have been used once with an arbitrary operation. So in contrast to a binary that is not been protected with MSC, the memory overhead is increased fivefold and the overall overhead is dependent on the size of the stack, leading to an even worse decline in memory usage, the higher the original stack memory consumption of a program is.
With SCADS we do have an initial memory overhead that cannot be weed out, but in comparison to MSC, SCADS tends to compensate the initial memory overhead the more memory is used by an application at runtime, instead of even increasing the overhead. Furthermore, the initial memory overhead with SCADS is of static size and is explicitly one page (needed to be allocated for the initialization of the data stack) while the memory overhead of MSC is dynamically increasing with the maximum size of the stack. Regarding memory analysis, Younan states [29, p. 72, sec. 3.4.2] that it may be possible to reduce the memory consumption for future work, but it is not an available feature yet.
With SCADS we have the full ability to eliminate the frame pointer in stack frames, which do not need a frame pointer for their data management, whereas MSC is designed to be dependent on the use of a frame pointer in every stack frame. "[The] frame pointer is used as a fixed location access [. . . ] because the value of the register containing the stack pointer changes whenever a variable is pushed or popped from the stack" [29, p. 68, sec. 3.3.2] . Hereby MSC unfortunately loses a simple performance optimization technique. [14] again is a similar concept to SCADS, though it differs in some essential details. SCISM manages two stacks for data separation, very similar to SCADS. It allocates the second stack, that is responsible for the storage of the control flow data, within the data segment. One difference to SCADS is the size of the stack, managing the control flow information. In SCISM the stack is allocated with fixed size, defined at compile time. In case the size of the stack is not sufficient, the additionally created control-flow data is migrated to an isolated area within the heap. This forces a permanent, performance-decreasing check for data to be stored on the "local stack" [14, sec. 3.2] , whether it already exceeds the maximum size. SCADS allows an automatic growth of the control stack, therefore making any boundary checks unnecessary and allowing a more dynamic way of using the stack. SCISM's behavior in this case is not only decreasing the performance, especially when the size if the stack gets exceeded, but it also causes an initial memory overhead due to the local stack initialization with a static size.
SCISM. SCISM
Another performance-limiting difference between SCADS and SCISM is the task specification for the two stacks. SCISM uses the original unified stack for the storage of regular data, while the stack in the data segment is responsible for the storage of control-flow information like return addresses and saved frame pointers. SCADS twists the management vice versa, by using the unified stack (managed by %rsp) as control stack, and the data stack is the memory segment to be newly allocated. This may sound like an unimportant difference, but in fact it has an influence on the performance of the security measure. The call and ret instructions of the x86-architecture are defined to use the the register %rsp for their memory access (either storage or retrieval of return addresses) and there is no option to alter this behavior. The consequence for SCISM is, it has to perform copy operations to move the return address between the stacks, because it is not implicitly placed on the right stack. This results in a performance overhead for SCISM which is not present in SCADS, because the control stack is managed via %rsp, causing all return addresses to be immediately stored in the right place, thus making any copy operations unnecessary. However, in consequence to the different usage of the two stacks, SCISM does not incorporate incompatibilities to legacy code, as the calling convention is not altered and parameters are accessed via %rsp.
Just like MSC, SCISM does not make use of reserved registers for the maintenance of its stacks. This again causes the problem, that the location of the local stack is not randomized at runtime. "The offset of the first address for SFM data area from the begin of the static data block is float and decided randomly within a certain constant c [. . . ] The offset is fixed in once compile [d] and varied in different compilers." [14, sec. 3.1] Furthermore the fact that the data segment's start address is also not randomized by ASLR on Linux, makes it especially easy for an attacker to reach the local stack and its managed data when random access write is gained. Once more we want to emphasize that we consider a known location of the second stack as a severe vulnerability towards various exploits (as shown in section 4)
Hardware-Assisted Approaches
In 2009, Francillon et al. [13] presented a multi-stack approach similar to SCADS in the sense that data and control information are stored separately on two distinct stacks. In their work, however, the authors propose a hardwareassisted modification for embedded systems like the AVR micro controller and prove the effectiveness of their approach based on FPGA simulations. A hardware-assisted solution has the advantage that insructions like call and ret can be modified in a way that return addresses are placed directly on a secure stack without being accessible for user instructions like mov. On the downside, hardware-assisted solutions cannot be deployed to end-users easily and cannot be elevated to the x86 architecture easily.
Only established companies like Intel and AMD are in the position to deploy security-related hardware changes with a practical impact for x86. In a U.S. patent from July 2014 [11] , AMD proposes the encryption of return instruction pointers. In this approach, data and control information are not separated on two distinct stacks -and hence, control information can still be overwritten. But as instruction pointers are encrypted, they cannot be modified in a predictable manner. This solution is not available on the market during the time of this writing, but the patent states a minimized performance overhead similar to SCADS because the encryption takes place in hardware. As an advantage over SCADS, recompilation of existing code will not be required.
With the Memory Protection Extensions (MPX) [7, 21] , first proposed in June 2013 as an extension for Intel x86 architectures, Intel presented a concept built upon the idea of integrating boundary checks for buffers. This way, buffer overflows shall be prevented and with it any exploits that make use of buffer overflows. The mechanism of MPX addresses exploitation prevention at an even earlier stage than SCADS. A compiler, which implements the mechanism of MPX is used to integrate the boundary checking into any program code to be compiled. Boundary checking, however, is not present in the specification of the programming language C.
For the boundary checks, "Intel MPX introduces new bounds registers and new instructions that operate on bounds registers" [7, sec. 9.3] . These bounds registers are split up into a high and low part of 64 bit size each. When configured for a buffer, such a bounds register represents the lower as well as the upper bound of the corresponding buffer, according to its length. Before an element within the buffer is accessed, a check using its assigned bounds register is made to verify that the access does not exceed the limits of the buffer: "An outof-bounds memory reference then causes a BR exception." [7, sec. 9.3] . As long as boundary checking can be performed for any single buffer, MPX should be capable of preventing all buffer overflows. However, MPX does not have unlimited bounds registers, but only four of them. A topic of interest might be what happens when more than four buffers are active within a single stack frame. In case MPX saves any of the bound registers to the stack to switch between the buffers to be operated, this introduces another vulnerability as soons as an attacker finds a way to modify the value of the bounds register on the stack. Unfortunately, we were not able to solve these questions at the time of this writing, because MPX was not yet available yet.
Security Evaluation
We now inspect the security that can be achieved by using SCADS as defensive approach against known stack smashing techniques. The task to visualize and explain the security level of a defensive method can be highly complex. The achievement of a formal verification is impossible when it comes to a randomized memory layout, which is an essential requirement of SCADS to guarantee the protection against advanced types of exploits. Therefore we do not seek to verify the security of SCADS formally, but instead focus on giving as many relevant examples of common stack smashing exploits as possible. We apply these exploits to programs compiled with SCADS to analyze their effectiveness.
At the same time, we want to discuss the effectiveness of SCADS in contrast to other security measures to point out the uniqueness of our defensive technique. To perform this task, we stick with the most commonly used and widespread alternative approaches known, which we decided to be StackGuard [10] and StackShield [2] . Both of these methods share the high priority target with SCADS to protect the return instruction pointer from illegal misuse and modifications. Thus they are suitable for an appropriate comparison with SCADS, regarding the level of protection that can be achieved in each case.
In case the return address can be modified permanently without notification, any of the three concepts can be seen as vulnerable against an attack. Thus we simplify our security analysis to exemplary exploits which try to modify the return address permanently. Any tasks beyond the modification of the return address, which are normally performed by real world exploits to invoke the execution of malicious code are ignored in this analysis. Any attack vector we construct for an exploit does therefore only include the data to overflow a supplied buffer and to reach a return address by whatever means. For the details that follow on the successful modification of return instruction pointers, the reader may have a look at the known literature [17, 19, 20] , where several stack smashing techniques are explained and referenced entirely.
As shown in listing 9, each of our test binaries is compiled to incorporate the StackGuard, StackShield or SCADS defensive mechanism. The compilation of the SCADS binary is slightly more complex, because the flag which enables SCADS (-num-stacks) has been implemented in the compiler's back-end (LLVM). Hence, the LLVM build process needs to be split up into three parts (intermediate code generation, machine code generation and linking), as long as SCADS is not enabled by default. We used StackShield v0.7 and GCC v4.6.3 for generating the binaries with StackShield and StackGuard activated. 
Simple Buffer Overflow
As first example we want to present a simple exploit abusing buffer overflows. It is only successful on older systems and binaries without further security measures in use, like ASLR and DEP. Although the presented exploit may be rather harmless today, we want to prove that SCADS alone protects against such an attack, and compare the effectiveness with StackGuard and StackShield. For this purpose we use an abbreviation of an example presented in Aleph One's summary of various stack smashing techniques from 1996 [20] . The source code of the frame work, that is used to establish a vulnerable environment for the exploit can be seen in listing 11. Within this example, the vulnerability is caused by the function strcpy. The function does not check the size of the output buffer according to the size of the input data. Thus, it is easy to cause a buffer overflow when a string as parameter is used whose size is larger than the output buffer. Our three test candidates differ in their implementation details, so we cannot use the same attack vector for all three concepts, with the same expectations in general. To justify the effectiveness of an exploit, the attack vectors must be individually defined for every single of the three concepts we investigate. Nevertheless, this example is basic enough that it allows the same attack vector to be used for SCADS, StackGuard and StackShield equally. The exploit we want to introduce with this example, constructs the attack vector in such a manner that it writes data to the buffer, to try to linearly Listing 11: Exploit framework I (inspired by [20] ).
#include <string.h> void overflow_function(char * str) { char overflow_buffer [8] ;
// buffer overflow occurs here strcpy(overflow_buffer,str); } int main(int argc, char ** argv) { set_attack_vector(); overflow_function(attack_vector); return 0; } overwrite the return address which is expected to be above the overflowed buffer.
The resulting attack vector, to perform the stack smashing attack, is described by listing 10. We fill the attack vector simply with 120 bytes of the value 0xff. The size of the buffer is not necessary to be 120 bytes large, but we just chose a size that is large enough to generate an appropriate reaction on all three compiled binaries.
The attack strategy for this exploit is rather simple and is outlined by figure 5 . It uses the strcpy function to cause a buffer overflow on the entitled overflow_buffer (see listing 11). To reach the control flow information (i.e. the return instruction pointer) on the stack, the exploit just fills the buffer with the attack vector declared in listing 10 to linearly overwrite all the space between the start of the buffer and the return instruction pointer, until it eventually reaches the return address itself.
StackGuard.
We first take a look at the behavior of StackGuard towards the exploit. We already know from section 3 how the memory layout is theoretically organized for binaries compiled with StackGuard activated. In fact the memory layout does not differ much from the one of an arbitrary ELF binary at runtime, without any further security mechanisms. The essential difference is the canary that is placed right under the saved frame pointer (or right below the return address if no frame pointer is in use). This canary is also the hurdle the exploit needs to surpass to be effective and perform the action it is intended for.
In figure 6 we see what happens when the exploit overwrites the memory of the process invoked with the StackGuard binary. As the memory layout of StackGuard does not differ immensely from any general layout, figure 6 does only differ slightly from the fictive memory layout shown on figure 5. The only difference is the section that is highlighted in red, which is obviously the stack slot that is occupied by the canary, generated by the StackGuard compiler. By looking at figure 6(b) Overflow (b) Memory layout after overflow Figure 5 . Memory layout of the exploit framework described by listing 11 (without the usage of any security mechanism) before and after initiation of a simple exploit.
that has been made, after the buffer overflow occurred. The presented exploit does not perform any actions to bypass the stored canary, but just overwrites it completely with a value, different from the original. As reaction, the StackGuard mechanism detects the buffer overflow before returning from the overflow_function (ref. listing 11), because a check is made to verify the integrity of the canary value. Finally this leads to a signification to the user, about the buffer overflow that took place, and to the abortion of the program in the end. Undoubtedly, the StackGuard mechanism has the ability to prevent a successful exploitation by a stack smashing technique of the presented type. 
SCADS.
Next up, we find out whether the SCADS approach is also able to deal with the exploit, to not allow further malicious actions to be performed. In contrast to StackGuard, with SCADS we do have greater change in a process' memory layout. We want to remind the reader that SCADS uses two stacks instead of one. Figure 7 represents the memory layout of a process executing the SCADS binary. Neither return addresses nor saved frame pointers are stored on the data stack where the overflow_buffer from our example resides. The control flow data is here located on the control stack, which is separated from the data stack by a large block of unallocated memory. To reach the control flow data, subsequent to a previously enforced buffer overflow on the data stack, the attacker's exploit needs to somehow bypass the unallocated memory space and continue overwriting the necessary data on the control stack.
Though, the exploit we presented is yet only simple and does not perform any complicated actions to skip the unallocated memory block. As explained earlier, it just overwrites the memory above the buffer linearly. Hereby it reaches the border of the data stack (highlighted in red within figure 7(b) ) and tries to write to non-allocated memory. This causes the process to terminate with a segmentation fault, leaving the control flow data on the control stack completely untouched. Consequently, the exploit is not able to harm the control flow data within the SCADS environment, leaving SCADS immune to such an exploit.
StackShield.
Last but not least, we take a look at the result of the StackShield's trial. It is not necessary to visualize the memory layout of a StackShield process for this example individually. In fact, the layout is nearly identical to the one presented by figure 5. The only difference is the redundant storage area located within the data segment, below the stack. This area inhabits the copies of all redundantly duplicated return addresses. But the fact that the data segment lies below the stack, while the buffer overflow occurs towards the top of the stack makes it impossible in this case to reach any return address within the data segment, and to modify it permanently. Instead the exploit just overwrites the temporary return address on the stack, which is afterwards detected by StackShield, due to a comparison of the temporary return instruction pointer on the stack, with the redundant copy from the data segment. Further on, this leads to the same reaction as we have seen from StackGuard. The buffer overflow is indicated to the user and the StackShield mechanism causes the process to abort its execution (if not configured differently).
Therefore, also StackShield is capable to defend against the presented exploit successfully. Summarized, we can confirm, that all of the three defense concepts were either able to detect and prevent the exploit from taking control over the program's control flow, or were completely immune to the attack scheme by leaving no chance to reach the control flow information for a malicious modification. So SCADS is fully capable to prevent a successful exploitation when it comes to a simple stack smashing technique. While this alone may not be fascinating, the effectiveness of SCADS can only be stated step by step and we now continue to investigate more complex attack schemes.
Frame Pointer Overwrite
In [22] , Richarte Gerardo lists a few examples how to exploit StackGuard and StackShield successfully. One of the examples describes the modification of the saved frame pointer to alter the control flow consequently. Though this scheme is not usable anymore to attack StackGuard, because since the paper [22] has been released, modifications have been made to the implementation of StackGuard. Most notably the saved frame pointer is now also protected by canaries placed on the stack.
The idea of altering the frame pointer to be indirectly able to alter a process' control flow originates from the way, how a stack frame is cleared. Listing 12 shows the essential machine instruction (highlighted in red) that is needed to make such an attack possible. This instruction moves the value of the frame pointer register into the stack pointer register. By overwriting the saved frame pointer of a stack frame, one can get control over the stack pointer in the next upper frame and abuse this circumstance by setting it to a location within the memory where a self-prepared return address lies. On return, the instruction pointer is then set to this address, thus the control flow is redirected to wherever the attacker wants it. Note that the necessary instruction, which causes the vulnerability, may not be present for every single function. The swapping of the frame and the stack pointer can also be replaced by increasing the stack pointer with an appropriate value, using the add instruction (due to the stack's direction of growth). This leads to the same result, of the stack pointer being set to the address right below the saved frame pointer of the last stack frame. The Clang/LLVM-compiler uses the sub/add instruction for most of its stack frame management. But it may be possible that it switches to the register swapping in some cases, when optimizations are in use.
We do not introduce an additional exploit for this attack strategy, because the one from the previous example (see section 4.1) can be used the same way. Nothing changes except of the data structure, which is now the target of the exploit and is intended to be modified. SCADS is invulnerable against this attack mechanism, because the frame pointer is defined as control flow data. Therefore the saved frame pointers lie on the control stack, separated from any buffers, which may overflow. If no more complex actions are performed by an exploit to reach the control stack, without causing the program to abort, then it is not possible to modify the frame pointer by overflowing a buffer on the data stack. The scenario can be well compared to the first example we presented within the security analysis, where we already explained why the exploit fails to reach the control flow information on the control stack.
Indirect Pointer Overwrite
In 2000, Bulba and Kil3r presented an article [17] that addresses the exploitation of StackGuard and StackShield. As we want to compare SCADS with both of them, the content of this article is useful regarding the evaluation of SCADS' security. Especially one attack mechanism that was introduced by this article is of interest. It uses regular pointers within a function, under certain circumstances, to gain the ability of random write access to any address of the process' memory. This makes it possible, to bypass canaries without overwriting them. There was no precise name given for this kind of attack scheme, but we label it "indirect pointer overwrite". // overwrites the least-significant byte of the pointer "v_pointer" attack_vector_1[32] = 0x48; } Even though, canaries have been later on improved to protect against such exploits as well, in order to let SCADS compete with StackGuard and StackShield, we analyze the behavior of SCADS against this type of exploit and discuss the differences to concepts. Note that the exploit we present in this section, shall act as a wildcard for any type of stack smashing technique, which makes use of random access write ability, to perform its attack strategy. This time we set the precondition that ASLR is activated when the exploit is executed. As ASLR is not existent on FreeBSD at the time of this writing, the following test cases were compiled and executed on Linux only.
Listing 14: Exploit framework II (inspired by vul.c from [17] ). On the stack, a modifiable pointer is located, which is set to an address within the current stack frame. This pointer is then overwritten by the misuse of strcpy, which causes a buffer overflow in case the output buffer is not large enough, as we already know. Note that the key idea of this exploit is not to overwrite the return address itself by the caused buffer overflow (mostly because it is not possible successfully), but only to overwrite the regular pointer, which is stored on the stack, below the return address. The actual modification of control flow data happens afterwards, when the modified pointer is dereferenced, and the memory location is then overwritten, due to a write access using the second user input. In our example the use of strncpy on the pointer fulfills this necessary task.
Modern compilers nowadays may resort the order of local variables stored within a stack frame, leaving any buffers to be the topmost variables with all the rest below them. This would affect the exploit, because it would no longer be possible to overwrite the vulnerable pointer with a buffer overflow. Instead a buffer underflow (similar to the examples shown in [1] ) would be needed to accomplish the modification. But buffer underflows are rare to meet, and we do not want to diverge too far from real-world relevant exploits. That is why we included the vulnerable pointer v_pointer as well as the buffer into a struct, which is then placed on the stack. Reordering is not performed on the internals of structs, therefore listing 14 fulfills all necessary conditions, explained in [17] to get the exploit working.
With the presented attack vectors (see listing 13) we want to overwrite the pointer with an address to the control flow data (the return address) on the stack, and then modify it using the second portion of the attack vector, to let it point into a code section, different from the original control flow. We have inserted the function secret which is actually never called by the regular control flow of the program. With this function we want to prove whether the exploit was successful or not. So we use the address of secret within the text segment as new value for the return address to be modified. It is easy to retrieve the address of the secret function, because the text segment is not randomized by ASLR [26] . By analyzing the compiled binary we can obtain the address we need and use it for the second attack vector. The exploit is then found to be successful when the printf message of secret appears on standard output. Note that the value of the attack_vector_2, shown in listing 13, is bound to our test case. Any recompilation of the binary would much likely change the address of the secret function and therefore the value we need to set for the attack_vector_2.
The complexity of the exploit does not longer allow us to use the same attack vector for all of our three test programs. It is rather necessary to use individual attack vectors to not lower the effectiveness of the exploit on each of the defensive concepts. In fact only the first attack vector (attack_vector_1), which causes the overflow and defines the address of the return instruction pointer, needs to be altered to fit the given concept. The second attack vector, containing the address to the code to be executed, shall not change, as long as the source code does not change. 
Control-Stack
Data-Stack
Return Address On the other hand, the defense of StackShield and SCADS seems to be very similar in this case. Both concepts do manage their persistent control flow data within a memory segment different from the one that contains the vulnerable pointer. Therefore the chance for a successful exploit depends on how simple it is, to find out the address of the segment storing the control flow data, to reach it and modify the return address.
In the article [17] , Bulba and Kil3r did not mention the presence of ASLR when trying to use the indirect pointer overwrite exploit. Though, we want to extend the analysis to an environment with ASLR activated for two reasons. First, Bulba and Kil3r have already proven the vulnerability of StackGuard against indirect pointer overwriting without ALSR, and we do not want to reinvent the wheel. Second, ASLR is a necessary component for the security of SCADS later on, regarding this example. So to apply the same standards, we also test the indirect pointer overwrite on StackGuard and StackShield with ASLR activated.
The attack mechanism is closely related to the ret2ret attack strategy[19, section 8.1], which can be applied when ASLR without DEP is in use. Except for the direction, to which the vulnerable pointer shall be modified. When using the ret2ret strategy, normally the shellcode is being placed below the modified pointer on the stack. With strcpy as present vulnerability, it is easy to modify the least-significant byte of such a pointer towards lower addresses, as strcpy automatically inserts a null terminator as last ASCII-character to the output buffer. This makes it possible to reach a NOPslide [19, section 8.1], delivered with the overflowing payload.
In our case, to be more precise in the case of SCADS and StackGuard, we want to modify the vulnerable pointer in such a way that it points to a location above itself, more specifically to point to the return address which definitely lies above the pointer on the stack. Altering the whole address of the pointer's value with the intention to hit the return address would be an impossible task, due to unknown addresses because of ASLR. So it is necessary to reduce the modification to as few bytes as possible, for a high chance to hit the target destination. Under these circumstances, the null terminator, which is inserted by strcpy, does not come in handy. Figure 9 shows some exemplary results of more or less well modified pointers.
We need to raise the least-significant byte of the pointer instead of lowering it. That is why we cannot let strcpy overwrite the least-significant byte with the null terminator, as the produced address would, by all means, be lower than or at least equal to the original. Thus, the produced address would become useless for the presented exploit, as it would fail to reach its destination. In case we try to manipulate the leastsignificant byte by ourselves, strcpy would then alter the second least-significant byte of the pointer with the inserted null terminator, and consequently lower the address once again instead of raising it. The only chance we have, is to set the least-significant byte to a static value and execute the exploit often enough, to let ASLR produce the type of address we need, to successfully raise it towards the return address, similar to the example shown by figure 9(c). . Exemplary results of pointer modifications using strcpy to alter at most two least-significant bytes. Figure 10 . Illustration which bytes, and in which way these bytes of a vulnerable pointer must be modified, for the exploit to succeed with StackGuard.
To be more specific, in case of StackGuard, we need the pointer to meet the conditions of equation 3 (also shown by figure 10 in detail). While anything above the second leastsignificant byte needs not to fulfill any condition because these bytes are not altered, the second least-significant byte must have the value 0x00, because there the null terminator is inserted by strcpy, and the least-significant byte must be of a lower value than the one we insert into the attack vector to modify it. This way we would successfully raise the pointer's value to a higher address, but to hit the return address exactly, we would also need the difference between the two least-significant bytes of the vulnerable pointer and the self-constructed attack vector, to be the same as the distance between the return address' stack slot and the address the vulnerable pointer points to. addr(return_address) here denotes the location of the return address on the stack.
|addr(return_address) − vulnerable_pointer|
this can only be achieved by brute-force and the number of random bytes which need to fulfill static requirements, define the probability of the event to be met. As the address the pointer needs to hit as target is more or less different from the original pointer's value, depending on the defensive concept that is used, this also results in a more or less high chance for the brute-force attack to be successful. Intuitively, the exploit may therefore be most effective on StackGuard in theory. If all the described conditions are fulfilled, the return address is modified to point to the secret function, and its execution shall take place as soon as the vuln_function returns.
StackGuard.
We first want to take a look at the exploit's success or failure on StackGuard. As we explained, the exploit is very likely to not succeed on the first try, but it is necessary to execute it a couple of times to raise the chances for a successful exploitation. For this purpose we wrote a wrapper script which invokes the program a couple of times. The script invokes the StackGuard-protected binary 10000 times and just redirects the output of the program to stdout. In case the program does not exit successfully, a message is printed to indicate a segmentation fault. In case of a success though, we expect the output to show the phrase printed by the secret function. The binary that is being executed is the compilation of listing 14, using the attack vectors described by listing 13. In this scenario, the brute-force mechanism is twisted, as we do not alter the input data (i.e. the attack vectors), but leave them static for all executions. We simply let ASLR perform the brute-force mechanism, by the randomization of the stack's starting address, so that we have the chance to hit the needed, randomized address, which fits our attack vector precisely.
As a result, our indirect pointer overwrite exploit on StackGuard, using the script for 10000 invocations, has executed the secret-function eight times successfully, i.e. the exploit in its entirety was successful. Two times we have modified the canary, thus enabled StackGuard to notice the buffer overflow, two times we have modified some addresses erroneous, causing a segmentation fault and the rest of the 10000 invocations has not achieved a meaningful event. This can be already classified as success for the exploit, as we were able to manage to redirect the control flow. Nevertheless, we have tested a couple of more invocations and summarized the result in The second row of the table represents the percentage of the three possible events with 1 million invocations. The table shows that the number of detections and segmentation faults are closely related or are identical in this case. This can by explained by the fact that any detection leads to an abortion of the program, thus being caught by the wrapper script to print that a segmentation fault occurred. But in general, the exploit could also lead to a segmentation fault, by the modification of sensitive data different from canaries, which would then cause the program to terminate. In our example this did not happen even once. But more important is the fact that the testing sequence achieved 477 successful exploitations within 1 million executions. The second row of the table shows the percentage of the events in contrast to the number of tries, leaving the column, which indicates the successful tries, at far less than one percent. Nevertheless, regarding the very small execution time of the program, which may not only be of artificial nature if we think of background daemons with a high response-rate, this kind of exploit can be relevant in real-world matters.
SCADS.
We now take a look at SCADS as competitor. We use exactly the same exploit as we did for StackGuard, but to ensure the operability of the exploit, we need to alter the first attack vector when testing with SCADS. We need to ensure that the modified pointer points somewhere into the control stack, directly on a return address in the best case. To find out how exactly we must modify the attack vector to fulfill this condition (still depending on random factors because of ASLR), we take a look at the theory of the data stack allocation presented in section 2.1.2. We know that the data stack is initially set 64 MiB below the control stack, and afterwards its 24 least-significant bits are randomized. This knowledge suffices, to limit the location of the control stack, relative to the data stack, roughly. With the information from equations 1 and 2, equation 5 can define the rough limitation of the data stack (DS) location relative to the control stack (CS), considering a maximal stack extension of 8 MiB. Equation 6 contains the same information in "simpler" readable form. 
InitAddress
The essential knowledge we can retrieve from these equations is that the data stack is at least 56 MiB away from the control stack initially (as long as the maximal stack extension is set to 8 MiB). Moreover we know that the control stack lies above the data stack. Therefore we can now define, that the vulnerable pointer we modify with the exploit, must be raised for at least 56 MiB to even come close to the control flow data on the control stack. Though the value must be greater in general, because the equations define the initial addresses of the stacks (at the end of the initialization phase), before data has been pushed onto them -which may eventually increase the gap of the stack pointers later on. Figure 11 . Illustration which bytes, and in which way these bytes of a vulnerable pointer must be modified, for the exploit to succeed with SCADS.
We now define how the attack vector must look like to have a chance for successful exploitation on the SCADS binary. As we need to raise the pointer for at least 56 MiB, we need to increase the fourth least-significant byte of it at the minimum. If we do modify less than the fourth least-significant byte, we are not able to reach the control stack at all. This leads us to a pointer adjustment defined by equation 7 and figure 11. The attack vector itself can be deduced from this equation. vulnerable_pointer = 0x??????00XXXXXXXX (7) Similar to the attack vector we used for StackGuard (equation 3), the "XX" define the last bytes of the actual attack vector that do already overwrite the vulnerable pointer. The other bytes fill the buffer of our example framework and are therefore not mentioned here. The "??" are the bytes of the pointer that are not being altered, the "XX" are the four bytes we have to adjust to make it point to the control stack, and we want to recall that the null byte in the middle of the address occurs due to the behavior of strcpy, which places the null byte as terminator beyond the last (non-null) character that was copied. The bytes modified by the exploit can be chosen randomly, as we need to brute-force the execution anyway. Only the least-significant byte needs to be 8 byte aligned, as the placement of the return address to be hit, is also 8 byte aligned. The other three bytes can be chosen arbitrarily, and we let ASLR generate the correct, randomized address for the exploit once again. success segfault amount 0 1 000 000 percentage 0.0 % 100.0 % Table 2 . Table listing the amount of events occurred after 1 million executions of the SCADS exploit. Table 2 shows the result of the one million executions of the exploit, this time with the SCADS binary. We used the same script for the brute-force attack as the one used for StackGuard, only the binary to be executed has been replaced in the source code of the script. There is no more detection column in the table, because SCADS does not check for buffer overflow occurrence. The result looks completely different from the one of the StackGuard test case as no successful exploitation took place and moreover all executions terminated with a segmentation fault. The reason for this result does not lie within an unwise choice of the attack vector, but the reason itself is the randomized gap between the control and data stack. ASLR does not randomize more than 32 bit of any segment's address and therefore, the fifth least-significant byte of the control stack was never zero. Moreover the address we generated with the attack vector always points into a nonallocated memory region, due to the null byte in the middle, and so causes the segmentation fault on every execution.
The only remaining option for the exploit to work on SCADS, is a brute-force attack that modifies more of the vulnerable pointer than just the lowest part of it. As the first four bytes of the address are known to be 0x00007fff one must set the remaining 4 bytes to any randomly chosen, 8 byte aligned value and try to execute the exploit often enough to raise the chances of the return address to be located at the chosen address. However, this leaves the exploit with a chance for success that is equal to the probability of choosing a number between [0, 2 29 ]. Hence, a successful exploitation can be considered highly unlikely. We repeated the test, by setting the address in the attack vector to the value 0x00007fff854c5f48, which is completely randomly chosen, and let ASLR do the brute-force attack for us once again. Several million executions yielded the exact same result as shown by table 2, though. Therefore we were not able to attack SCADS with an indirect pointer overwrite by the execution of a brute-force attack.
As a conclusion we can say that this exploit is unable to harm SCADS in our test case. The success is dependent on the probability of hitting the randomized address of need. However, this probability is rather low due to the randomized distance of the control and data stacks, making it necessary to perform a long enduring brute-force attack.
StackShield.
Finally, we inspect the behavior of StackShield towards the presented exploit. Once again we need to alter the attack vector accordingly. We modified the brute-force script to now alter the first attack vector in each iteration of the loop. In detail, we now pass the 4 bytes to our exploitation framework, that do overwrite the value of the vulnerable pointer, thus the address where the control flow data is supposed to lie. As already mentioned, the data segment is not affected by ASLR, as we do not generate position independent binaries. So our task is to reach the data segment, and within the data segment the area that stores the saved return addresses, to overwrite it and consequently to manipulate the control flow of the program successfully.
Although the data segment is not affected by ASLR, and therefore has a static address, the address may vary when a binary is recompiled and may therefore be unknown to an attacker. Because of that one must somehow find out where the data segment lies. We rely on the fact that the address (or even the top) of the text segment is known. This is a reasonable assumption, because if an attacker owns the binary he wants to attack (locally for example), then he can dump it and read out the necessary address. The attack strategy is then altered as follows. We start on a 4 byte aligned address, preferably at the end of the text segment to speed up the brute-force attack, and then increase the address by 4 byte every time we execute the exploit, until we succeed, which means that we managed to modify the redundant return address area.
Note that we were not able to successfully compile binaries with StackShield on a 64-bit system, as it seems to not be supported yet. Because of that, we performed the test case on a 32-bit Linux system, which is why we are using 4 byte addresses instead of 8 byte addresses.
We were successfully able to overwrite the return address and redirect the control flow to the execution of the secret function, after hitting the safe storage area of the data segment at the illustrated address. This is clearly a prove for the vulnerability of StackShield against indirect pointer overwriting exploits. The main reason for the lack of protection against the presented exploit originates from the missing randomization of the data segment's base address, though. In case the data segment would also be affected by ASLR, we may probably define StackShield as equally secure as SCADS against this type of exploit, because the only difference between these concepts would be the direction towards which the vulnerable pointer must be modified, to point to the control flow data.
Summarizing, SCADS was the only defensive concept in this case that could successfully prevent an exploitation through an indirect pointer overwrite attack. Both StackShield and StackGuard were unable to secure the integrity of the return instruction pointer, thus making it possible to redirect the control flow of the program. Although, it is necessary to mention that we used StackGuard with random canaries [22, chapter 4] ; a more effective protection would be the use of xor canaries [22, chapter 4] : "The XOR random canary method was introduced in StackGuard version 1.21" [22, chapter 4] .
But it seems that XOR canaries are not yet implemented in the GCC stable release. GCC 4.6.3 produces random canaries only when using the flag -fstack-protector. XOR canaries would be more useful against an indirect pointer overwrite exploit, because they would not allow to alter the return address without knowing the value of the canary, because an additional XOR encryption is performed with XOR canaries. Nevertheless, our task is to present an efficient protection mechanism that does not need to include any further machine code. To accomplish this task, even though the impact on the performance may be negligible for programs with short execution times and regarding this aspect, SCADS was able to compete with StackShield and StackGuard.
Format String Attacks
In this section, we introduce another example of an exploit, though more a vulnerability which we want to test our three test candidates on. Format string attacks were widespread due to the dirty production of source code, as format string vulnerabilities originate from programming errors solely. Such vulnerabilities can be abused in many different ways, well described in [24, chapter 3] . We are not testing all of these presented attack variations, but instead focus on the visualization of process memory, using format string exploits. The extraction of memory information from the stack or any other location is often a very gladly used instrument, to prepare for a more serious exploit, or to fix non-working exploits, with the help of newly gained knowledge. Therefore it is also an important task for a protection mechanism, such as SCADS, to prevent attackers from being able to read sensitive information, by hiding it or making its location unknown. We now want to demonstrate how easy it can be to retrieve useful information from process memory, that should not be available to attackers, and we want to emphasize that SCADS is able to significantly complicate the process of information retrieval for format string exploits. Listing 16 shows an exemplary format string vulnerability within a sample program, inspired by the example shown in [24, chapter 3] . Actually, modern compiler would generate a warning, when compiling the code of listing 16, due to the missing arguments to the printf function. However, we want to concentrate on the benefits, an attacker can gain, when assuming that such vulnerabilities find their way into either SCADS-, StackGuardor StackShield-binaries.
The mechanism of an exploit abusing a format string vulnerability is rather simple. Format string exploits, as the name tells, rely on the abuse of format strings, which can give great power to an attacker when gaining full control over them. In our example, the focus lies on the printf function, which receives a format string as first parameter. Format strings, as parameters, are generally in use with the ellipsis parameter (". . . "), which eventually allows the function to take a non-restricted number of parameters, whose usage and the context is defined by the format string itself. Any %-character with another attached character of arbitrary value, implicitly defines a parameter, that needs to be passed to the function outside of the format string. The most important thing about it is, that the format-function expects as many parameters as defined by the format string. If the number of defined parameters in the format string is lower than the ones passed, then the rest of the parameters is just ignored, i.e. not used. But more important, if the number of defined parameters is higher than the ones passed, then the missing parameters are anyway read from the stack, where they are expected to lie. This leads to the fact, that whatever lies on the position of the missing parameters on the stack is used and can be controlled by the attacker if he has the power over the format string.
In the framework of listing 16, the format string that is passed to printf is completely user-defined (or attackerdefined). The only thing happening before it is passed to printf is that it is being stripped to 32 characters. So the format string that the attacker has control of in this example, can at most have 32 digits. With the power to control the content of the format string, we try to read useful data from the stack with our attack that gives hints on the location of return addresses or similar. By inserting a couple of %p into the attack vector, as described by listing 15, we gradually read 8 bytes step by step on 64-bit systems. figure 6 we remember the memory layout of StackGuard. So with our format string exploit, apart from reading local variables from the stack, we are also able to read canaries, saved frame pointers (if present) and return addresses. This is a huge advantage to an attacker, as the regular protection given by canaries (apart from terminator canaries[22, section 2.2]), is dependent on the missing knowledge of an attacker, regarding the exact value of the canary. This way an attacker can find out the exact value of the canary and may use this knowledge for a continuing exploit, which imitates the canary in its attack vector to prevent a buffer overflow from being detected, for example. Furthermore, the saved frame pointer can be used by an attacker to easily specify the location of self-placed shellcode on the stack (in case DEP is not active). And the read return address could be used to find the location of the text segment, in case of a binary with position independent code and ASLR activated. Eventually this illustrates that there lies many information on the stack of a binary, compiled with StackGuard activated, that can be well used to support any following exploits.
StackGuard. From section 3 and
StackShield.
The stack layout with StackShield is not much different than the one with StackGuard being enabled, except for the missing canaries. For that reason, the useful information that can be retrieved via a format string exploit is also much the same. One can read the saved frame pointer, as well as the return address. Both can be useful for reasons that have been explained before. But there is one good aspect about StackShield in this case as there is no information placed on the stack, which tells about the location of the storage area in the data segment (containing redundant return addresses) and therefore such information cannot be extracted with a format string exploit. In the end, there is no direct way to gain an advantage for the permanent modification of any return address by using such an exploit.
SCADS.
We already know the memory layout of a SCADS compiled program. All control flow data is separated from the regular data by a large unallocated memory gap, lying between the control and the data stack. So if the format string exploit is only able to read from the data stack everything is fine and no advantage can be gained. On the other hand, if the exploit allows to read from the control stack that is fatal, because all useful information lies on the control stack and even the control stack's location itself is supposed to stay unknown.
Unfortunately, if we use the printf function of any legacy library not protected by SCADS, the exploit allows to read from the control stack because the legacy function uses %rsp as stack pointer, thus the function reads its parameters from the control stack. On the control stack, the exploit may find return addresses and saved frame pointers of the data stack which are both sensitive data that is useful to know as explained above. But at least, as we do not maintain a frame pointer for the control stack, there is no direct way for the exploit to find out the control stack's location, even though it reads from the control stack itself.
The long-term solution to circumvent the problem that printf reads from the control stack in case of a format string exploit, is to port the LibC by compiling it entirely with SCADS. This way the printf function no longer uses the stack pointer of the control stack but the one of the data stack. That leads to the improvement that any executed format string exploit can only read from the data stack, where it finds no useful information in form of a canary or frame pointer. The data stack stores only buffers, local variables and saved data registers, leaving no hint for the location of the control stack and therefore no support to modify control flow data can be earned. So porting of the LibC to SCADS is a necessary and helpful task, which we already fulfilled on FreeBSD for this and other various reasons (also see section 7).
Summary
SCADS is a concept that focuses on the security of the return instruction pointer, which is a potential vulnerability that is present in many programs. And so we presented exploits which target to modify either the return instruction pointer or a saved frame pointer. Exploits that succeed without manipulating a return address or frame pointer at all, might not be prevented well by SCADS. But by the protection of the return instruction pointer in the first place, SCADS is capable of protecting against many exploit, including Return-OrientedProgramming [25] , ret2ret, ret2libc, and more [19] , which use this control flow data as initial starting point for the execution of malicious machine code.
Nevertheless there are also exploits that successfully modify the control flow without touching the return addresses. For example, exploits that focus on the modification of the Global Offset Table (GOT) that supports position-independent code [8] , or any virtual function table (vtable) that implements dynamic dispatch in C++ [12, sec. 2.1]. SCADS is yet not intended to protect against this kind of exploits, and until it is not extended to do otherwise in the future, we suggest to use an additional protection mechanism along with SCADS, which completes the defense that SCADS supplies.
Performance Evaluation
Besides our main task to guarantee a high security level with SCADS, our second goal is to negatively affect the performance of any newly compiled program as little as possible. Accordingly, this section now analyzes the behavior of SCADS when it comes to execution times. In general, gaining the highest security level and the best performance is mutually exclusive. There is always a more or less large tradeoff between these two goals. With SCADS we want to achieve a compromise which addresses both aspects in a satisfying, symbiotic way.
When SCADS and StackGuard are compared regarding their performance there is an essential difference of which can be observed. Thus, we want to define two different categories of speed limitations:
• Static performance overhead: An overhead which does only occur at the start or the end of a process or user level thread. This type of performance overhead is therefore static in the meaning of being independent of the effective runtime of the running process. It does only affect the performance of the whole process once on each execution and hence the overall overhead that is produced by a static performance overhead can be approximated.
• Dynamic performance overhead: An overhead which is part of the regular control flow of a process or user level thread, which excludes the initialization and the finalization mechanics of a process. This makes the overhead become a repeatable constraint. It can be part of loops inside the program, which cause the performance overhead to rise in a dynamic way, depending on the runtime and execution control flow of a process. Estimating the impact of dynamic performance overheads on the overall performance of a program is a much more complex task, with the need of a control flow analysis to find out how often a performance-decreasing instruction is reached.
Theoretical Approach
According to the nomenclature introduced above, we can classify StackGuard and SCADS in theory before we analyze their performance on practical examples. StackGuard inserts various machine instructions at the beginning (prolog) and ending (epilog) of a function to be compiled. These instructions are therefore executed, every time a new stack frame is created and removed. Obviously the performance overhead created by StackGuard is therefore dependent on the total number of calls to functions with incorporated canaries that are made. So StackGuard's performance overhead consists of dynamic performance overhead. On the other hand, when we take a look at SCADS, we know that for its implementation an extensive initialization phase has to be performed. This initialization phase allocates the data stack and is only executed once when a SCADS compiled program is started, therefore it is a pure static performance overhead. Apart from the initialization phase, SCADS does not include further machine instructions into the control flow of a program in the regular case, but alters the behavior of various machine instructions to fulfill the usage of the control and the data stack. The only dynamic performance overhead that occurs is the storage of regular data registers on the data stack and additionally the stack extension for large stack frames, but this is an operating system dependent issue (as explained in section 2.2.3). As we cannot use push and pop instructions on the data stack, these are simulated with sub/mov and mov/add instructions. From the official Intel optimization manual for their x86-64 architectures [6, sec. C-25ff. / table C-19 and C-19a], we can retrieve the information, that push and pop both have a latency of approximately 1.5 clock cycles, while mov combined with add or sub has a latency of 2 clock cycles on modern Intel architectures. Due to the fact that all modern processors do use an execution pipeline [15] for the queued instructions, the overhead that may occur when two instructions need to be fetched and decoded instead of one, would also result in an additional processor cycle in the ideal case. So in case a function stores regular data registers on the data stack, the performance overhead, even though it is dynamic, is small compared to the non-SCADS case.
Summarizing, StackGuard's performance overhead solely consists of dynamic overhead while SCADS' overhead is mainly based on static overhead, with a rare component of dynamic overhead. Hence, we can assume that SCADS may preserve the performance of a program better than StackGuard when it has a rather long execution time, while StackGuardcompiled programs may be faster on short execution times.
Practical analysis
To verify our theoretical assumptions, we now move on to the practical performance analysis with appropriate examples, which shall illustrate the behavior of the two concepts and the raw compilations without any security measures activated. For our measurements, we do not choose common real world software from SPEC CPU2006 [9] , for example, because in theory, it is already known where the performance bottle-necks of SCADS and StackGuard lie. To illustrate the impact of these properties much clearer, we deemed it appropriate to take measurements with self-constructed test cases focussing on the strengths and weaknesses of SCADS and StackGuard. The results of these test cases can be applied to real world programs accordingly. 
Fibonacci as Exemplary Test
Case. At first, we want to present a simple code sample we compiled with the four different configurations to analyze the number of generated instructions and the time of execution. The sample is illustrated by listing reflist:fibonacci. It fulfills the computation of any specified fibonacci number, by calling the function fib recursively. Consequently, the fib function is the part of the code which takes up the lion's share of the program's execution time, depending on the input parameter. Because of that, we focus on the analysis of the fib function and ignore the rest of the code, though we keep in mind that the overall execution time depends on every single machine instruction of the program, including the initialization phase in the SCADS case. number of instructions GCC 24 GCC (StackGuard) 30 (+1) Clang 24 Clang (SCADS) 24 Table 3 . Listing of the number of machine instructions generated for the fibonacci function from listing 17 by GCC, GCC(StackGuard), Clang and Clang(SCADS).
In the appendix section, the x86-64 assembly of the fib function of each of the four compilations can be reviewed by taking a look at the files fibonacci_gcc_asm.txt, fibonacci_stackguard_asm.txt, fibonacci_clang_asm.txt and fibonacci_scads_asm.txt. The four files were created by the usage of objdump and may help out to identify the number of instructions that were generated. Table 3 lists the information about the number of instructions every compiler configuration generated during compilation. The number of machine instructions generated by the GCC-compiler rises significantly when StackGuard is activated. On the other hand, the Clang-compiler produces the same amount of machine instructions in this example, no matter whether SCADS is activated or not. Even though some of the instructions are rarely executed, due to the fact that if-conditions are present in the sample code, this table provides a first indicator on the possible performance advantage of SCADS towards StackGuard. To further analyze the performance, we present graphs which display the number of executed instructions and the overall execution times, in dependence of the input parameter to the fib function. Figure 12 displays the number of instructions (excluding those executed by the kernel) that are executed when the program is run with the corresponding parameter. Initially SCADS executes more instructions than the other three binary versions, which is caused by the initialization phase. But later on, approximately at a value of 10 for the input parameter, the influence, produced by StackGuard's canary management is large enough to outrun SCADS in terms of executed machine instructions. From then on the slope of the curve, which represents StackGuard, rises significantly, while the SCADS curve stays close to the ones of GCC and Clang, because it does not produce any further performance overhead than the static one from the initialization.
Of course, the number of executed instructions is closely related to the overall performance/execution times we have measured. On figure 13 the execution times of the program defined by listing 17 are displayed from parameter 36 unto 52. It is clearly visible that the StackGuard curve departs significantly from the three other curves represented by SCADS, GCC and Clang. This result can be ascribed to the values presented by table 3 and figure 12 earlier. All but the StackGuard compilation share the same number of machine instructions, generated for the fib function and the raised number of instructions is a reason for an emerging performance overhead, causing the StackGuard program to be up to almost 80 seconds slower than the other three versions.
This result verifies our thesis that StackGuard's performance overhead rises significantly with a high number of function calls, while SCADS' performance overhead is constant and arises from the initialization phase. Though the overhead caused by the initialization phase is not visible in figure 13 , because it lies in the range of microseconds, which cannot be measured reliably, due to noise issues. It can only be seen implicitly, by having a look at the raised number of instructions that are executed, as shown on figure 12.
Fibonacci with Included
Handicap. From section 2.2.3 we know about the special behavior of the data stack extension, when it comes to the management of large stack frames on Linux. There we have already mentioned that the mechanism may lead to a performance overhead. The example we present in this section shall address this thesis, to show how large the impact on the performance may be when a stack frame has a much larger size than usual. Although this is a Linux-specific problem, we want to analyze the performance influence of it, for the sake of completeness. Listing 18 shows a modified version of the fibonacci sample from listing 17. The code framed by oval boxes, represents the changes that have been made to the original fibonacci function. We have artificially added a buffer of size 4 * 4096, which has actually no other purpose than increasing the amount of instructions that are executed at runtime. For that reason, the additional instructions, and with them the whole test case, are here entitled as a handicap, because they do only intend to decrease SCADS' performance for analytic purpose. When the source code is compiled with the SCADS-enabled compiler version, the stack frame allocation of the fib function becomes more complex than with any of the other compiler configurations of our test environment. As explained in section 2.2.3, the data stack must be extended in steps of single pages, to allow the correct allocation of guard pages by the operating system. This leads to the result that the stack extension needs to be handled by 9 instructions instead of just 1 in this case. The generated assembler code can be viewed by taking a look at the file fibonacci_scads_handicapped_asm.txt in the appendix section. The SCADS compiler builds a chain of machine instructions which decrease the stack pointer by a page and perform a write access at its current position successively, until the needed stack frame size has been achieved. This chain of instructions affects the performance negatively when performed often enough, because in the non-SCADS case, the stack extension can be achieved with one single instruction. The way SCADS handles large stack frames is the only considerable property which introduces a dynamic performance overhead, excluding the overhead caused by the push/pop simulation, which is very small in comparison. Apart from that, SCADS' performance overhead is almost completely static, which is responsible for the very satisfying execution times of SCADS in general.
To demonstrate the performance overhead at its limits, we have once again chosen the fibonacci function for our test case. This time we have measured the execution up to the input parameter 47 to illustrate both, the asymptotic tendency of the four curves, as well as the turning point, from where the execution with SCADS consumes significantly more time than with StackGuard. Figure 14 shows the performance results of the execution of the program, defined by listing 18, with the four compiler configurations we have already used before. Up to a parameter value of about 40, the execution time with SCADS is very close to the one with StackGuard, even though the measurements are a not very stable due to the very short execution times in this range. Starting at value 41, the gap between the curves of SCADS and StackGuard begins to grow in size. At parameter value 47 we observe an execution time of SCADS which accounts for about 130% of StackGuard's.
The behavior of SCADS regarding the performance is much worse with this test case than the one of the other three compiler configurations. The lack of performance can be attributed to the stack extension mechanism only, though. Remember, that the graph of figure 13 shows the performance results on the non-handicapped version of the fibonacci program, where SCADS' performance was very satisfying. It is thus proven that the complicated stack extension, which SCADS must use for large stack frames on Linux, is its worst bottle-neck. It is necessary to emphasize, however, that the presented evaluation represents a worst-case scenario for SCADS, and does not represent the expected performance in general cases. On FreeBSD, the behavior regarding the stack extension is the same for small as well as for large stack frames. We did not present any results for example listing 18, measured on FreeBSD, because it does not cause a performance overhead as no further machine instructions are generated compared to listing 17.
Run-Length Encoding as Test
Case. So far we have presented rather artificial examples which do intend to show the performance behavior of SCADS in extreme scenarios, due to the amount of recursion that was part of the test cases. We now have a look to another example which does not include recursion. Listing 19 illustrates a program with more real-world relevance, to demonstrate how SCADS behaves in general situations. It is a simple form of a runlength encoding algorithm which receives a file name through the command-line, and stores the compressed result of the input file in another file. To be more specific, the program calls the function poll, which reads 256 bytes of data from the input file, until EOF is reached. The read data is then further processed in the while loop of the main function. Although the buffer local_buf is not needed, we inserted it artificially because real-world examples may contain functions with buffers, which therefore are protected with a stack canary by StackGuard. By the nature of the run-length encoding program, the execution time is dependent on the size of the input file, which shall be compressed. For that reason we have generated four files of different size (1, 5, 10 and 15 GiB) , by reading data from /dev/urandom. We have once again used the four compiler configurations (GCC, Clang, StackGuard and SCADS) for this test case and measured the execution times of the program with each of the four different files as input. The results of the measurements are contained in table 4 numerically, and in figure 15 graphically.
From the results we can see, that the execution times of all four compiler configurations do not differ significantly. In fact, SCADS seems to be the fastest contestant in this case, although only slightly. But this observation may be bound to the large amount of IO-activity that must be performed when executing the compression program defined by listing 19. The large files in the range of multiple gigabytes, we use as input to our test environment, cause the need for many read accesses to the hard drive, eventually resulting in the high percentage of IO activity. One may think, that the IO activity overshadows the actual CPU performance, but due to the complex caching hierarchy implemented in modern processors such as the one we used for our measurements, and the accompanied prefetching strategies that are performed in the background, this prediction is not completely valid. The results may also reflect the IO activity, but they can nevertheless be used to analyze the overall performance of our four contestants, including the CPU performance.
Memory Efficiency
We now want to have a look at the memory efficiency of SCADS. The design of SCADS is intended to split up the data of the unified stack, without generating any new data. In detail, the control stack takes the return instruction pointers and saved frame pointers from the unified stack, while all other data remains on the data stack. As long as no frame pointer is used for the control stack, which would make need of storing it on the control stack itself, the amount of data managed by SCADS is invariant compared to the unified model. But one must distinguish between allocated and used memory. The data stack must be allocated during the initialization phase, with a minimum of one page size. So initially instead of the size of the unified stack, SCADS has an additional memory occupation of one page size for the newly allocated data stack. However, this stack is filled during runtime, as more data is allocated on the stack, thereby decreasing the memory overhead in comparison to the unified model. In contrast, the control stack is already allocated by the kernel, but it stores only a small amount of data per stack frame. That is why the control stack is unlikely to fill up the memory that has been allocated for it, with regular programs (programs using recursion may be an exception). Figure 16 schematically demonstrates the initial memory usage of the control and the data stack in a SCADS runtime environment. The shaded, unused memory gets filled step by step when the stacks grow during runtime.
In addition, the action of stack alignment may cause differences in the process of memory allocation when SCADS is used. By default, 16 byte alignment is enforced for stack frames to allow the correct functionality of various machine instructions on the x86 architecture, which require such an alignment. For example, this is a necessity for the use of 16 byte floating point registers, as the system bus raises an exception, if such instructions are used with not correctly aligned memory addresses. Therefore, SCADS also preserves Figure 16 . Schematic memory usage of control and data stack after the initialization phase.
this alignment for the data stack, if not defined otherwise by the user. The control stack, on the other hand, needs not to be further aligned at all, because the instructions used on addresses of the control stack require 8 byte alignment at most. Only in case we want to use legacy libraries (or general legacy code), which use the control stack as general purpose stack, a 16 byte alignment may be needed and can be selected by the user, by passing a command-line flag (see section 2.3.3).
As the return addresses and the saved frame pointers are missing on the data stack, the alignment may or may not have to be adjusted appropriately. To be exact, in case the frame pointer of the data stack is in use, there is no difference between the unified and the data stack, because the return address and the saved frame pointer both consume 16 bytes together on a 64-bit system. Thus moving these 16 bytes to the control stack leaves the data stack still 16 byte aligned, implicitly. But if the frame pointer is not used, then the resulting gap after moving the return address to the control stack is 8 bytes large, which may cause the need for an alignment enforcement in case the amount of bytes stored in the local area of the stack frame is not a multiple of 16 already.
This theoretical thought clarifies that SCADS may produce an 8 byte memory overhead for stack frames, when the data stored in the local area is not a multiple of 16 bytes, as already explained. But on the other hand, this condition must be applied to the unified stack in a modified way as well. Any stack frame of the unified stack does need a re-alignment in case the data of the local area does not sum up to a multiple of 8 bytes with the additional condition, that it is no multiple of 16 bytes. Equations 8 and 9 describe the mentioned conditions in a more formal way. The here defined variable f ramesize contains all bytes stored in the corresponding stack frame, excluding the return instruction pointer (if even present on the stack).
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The resulting core statement of this reasoning is that there may be cases where a re-alignment is needed for the data stack but not for the unified stack on some stack frames, and there may also be situations where the scenario is twisted vice versa. In the end it depends on the size of the data stored in each frame only. This includes the local area with its local variables, buffers, and the stored registers that have been pushed onto the stack. If the size of this composite data does not fit any of the equations 8 or 9, the corresponding concept needs a re-alignment for the given stack frame.
Compatibility Issues
By the term legacy code we refer to external machine code that has not been compiled with the same compiler or enabled security flag, like the one used for compiling an associated source code of a program. In our case, an example for incorporating legacy code into a binary could be achieved by compiling a source code file with the Clang/LLVM-compiler and SCADS enabled, while linking the standard LibC to the binary, which has been compiled with a GCC version that does not support SCADS at all. This results in mixed machine code and the important question that comes to mind is whether the machine code, that has been compiled by different entities, is fully compatible to each other to guarantee correct functionality.
Even though, to fulfill a fully consistent security level by the usage of a compiler-based security mechanism like SCADS, it is necessary to compile all of the code a binary uses with the security feature enabled. But nowadays, common software often uses different libraries, and moreover the used libraries are dependent of further libraries, which leads to a long chain of code to be linked to a binary either statically or dynamically. Therefore, in general it is rather impractical to recompile all externally linked libraries at once. That is why it is an important task to analyze the compatibility of SCADSenabled machine code to arbitrary legacy code. In terms of anticipation, our analysis has yielded that there are three types of incompatibilities to legacy code that inhabit SCADS:
• Incompatibility to legacy functions with more than six parameters
• Incompatibility to legacy functions, which take a SCADS function as call-back parameter
• Incompatibility to legacy functions, which need specific alignment (to handle floats for example) 
Incompatible Parameter Amount
The way SCADS is designed and implemented, it changes the calling convention defined by [3, sec. 3.2.1, fig 3.3] . Figure 17 and table 5 show the different calling convention of SCADS compared to the AMD64 calling convention from [3] . It is clear to see that both calling conventions are identical up to parameter six. All of the parameters from one to six are handled with SCADS via the same registers like with AMD64. Hence, there is no change in behavior with a SCADS-binary when only legacy functions with less than seven parameters are used. Consequently, SCADS is compatible to legacy code that contains functions with at most six parameters. If a legacy function with seven or more parameters, however, is used by a SCADS-enabled program, then the called function wants to read stack parameters by referencing %rbp. In our implementation, %rbp is used as the stack pointer of the data stack rather than a base pointer. Thus, the called function uses the stack pointer of the data stack to read its parameters, but the offsets to the frame pointer referencing the parameters 16(%rbp) 0(%r14) parameter 8 8 + 16(%rbp) 8 + 0(%r14) . . . . . . parameter n 8(n − 7) + 16(%rbp) 8(n − 7) + 0(%r14) Table 5 . Table listing the (integer) parameter passing according to the AMD64 ABI [3] and the SCADS ABI with frame pointer in use.
do not coincide with the offsets to the stack pointer. Hence, in general SCADS is incompatible to legacy functions with more than six parameters (although there may be some cases when the behavior does not change and the parameters are even correctly referenced). Even if we would decide to replace the data stack's frame pointer %r14 with %rbp, so that the legacy function uses the frame pointer for parameter referencing in a SCADS environment, this would not fix the incompatibility. The data stack misses some data, like the RIP and the saved frame pointer, which affects the offsets to the parameter section on the stack (see table 5 ). Hence, even if a legacy function uses the data stack's frame pointer to access its parameters, the offsets would differ from the AMD64 ABI, leaving SCADS still incompatible to legacy functions with parameters stored on the stack.
SCADS-function
Incompatibility of Call-Back Functions
During our analysis, we stumbled across one more incompatibility which differs from the already described scenario. In general, when a legacy function with less than seven parameters is called, the program behaves correctly, as long as the called function does not leave the legacy context. That is supposed to mean that a legacy function must not call a SCADS-compiled function after being called by a SCADScompiled function itself. Figure 18 describes the scenario that results in an undefined behavior of the program. As long as a called legacy function does not leave its legacy context, meaning it does call only further legacy functions and nothing else, the behavior of the program is correct. But when at any point a legacy function makes a call to a SCADS function, the problem occurs. In general, this type of problem can only occur when one of the legacy functions that are called receives a pointer to a function to call it later on. This scenario is defined as a call-back. So to analyze the problem, we must take a look at legacy functions that take a function as parameter for a callback, and in our case, this function needs to be compiled by SCADS.
The incompatibility once more arises from the fact, that SCADS functions and legacy functions use different registers for management of the stack pointer (we only refer to the data stack here when referring to SCADS). SCADS uses the %rbp register for maintenance of the data stack's stack pointer while any other common legacy compilation uses %rsp as stack pointer, and %rbp as frame pointer if present. When a legacy function is entered that makes use of a frame pointer, it modifies the %rbp register, thus alters the state of the data stack's stack pointer. To correctly return to the SCADS context, it is therefore necessary that the %rbp register gets restored before the context switch is made, either by a return or a call instruction. If the %rbp register is not correctly restored before returning to or calling a SCADS function, the state of the data stack, defined by its stack pointer is undefined, and therefore results in an undefined behavior of the program as soon as the function starts its execution. That is exactly the problem that occurs when a program inhabits an alternating call hierarchy, that mixes the context switches as shown in figure 18(b) , as it is the case in a call-back hierarchy. If a legacy function, called by a SCADS function, does never call another SCADS function at all, the context of SCADS is correctly restored (or maybe not even touched if no frame pointer was used). But in case it calls a SCADS function before it returns, it does not fulfill an automatic context recovery, which leaves %rbp in an invalid state as already explained.
Listings 20 and 21 demonstrate visually where the difference lies between a call-back hierarchy that does not restore the context correctly, and a normal call hierarchy without alternating calls, which does restore the context as supposed to. The sample code from these listings represents an artificially inlined calling chain, to illustrate in which sequence the machine instructions are executed. The control flow represented by the machine instructions must be interpreted sequentially, although it shall convey the impression of a function call hierarchy. The framed machine instruction represents the context restoration in both examples. As can be easily seen, in listing 20 the context restoration by Legacy-function_1 is made before any other SCADS function is called. Therefore the behavior of the whole code snippet should be correct. Unlike in the example of listing 20, the code from listing 21 does restore the context of the superior SCADS-function_1 way too late. The machine instruction highlighted in red, marks the point where the undefined behavior occurs. At this point the function SCADS-function_2 saves its frame pointer by using the %rbp register, which still contains the value of the stack pointer of the legacy function, which is in our case an address that points somewhere into the control stack. Any usage of the data stack's frame pointer then accesses the control stack at an undefined location. Because of that, the call-back function SCADS-function_2 likely causes an abortion of the program, or in any case, the behavior of the program is undefined and erroneous. It may come to mind, that the usage of %rbp as stack pointer of the data stack is actually the problem which causes the incompatibility. But actually, it is not, because every register which may potentially be modified within a legacy function would produce the same problem. Nevertheless, we have developed a method to fix this incompatibility. The origin of the problem, as we already found out, lies within the fact, that the stack pointer of the data stack does not get restored in time, when a call-back hierarchy is present, as shown by listing 21 exemplary. The solution, is to integrate a recovery mechanism for the %rbp register that fulfills the correct context restoration, even in a call-back scenario, and does not affect the behavior of a program incorrectly in any case. For this purpose we have implemented a legacy compatibility mode into the LLVM back-end, which stores the value of %rbp to a global memory location, right before every function call that is made. And for completeness, at the beginning of each function prolog, the value of %rbp is read from this global location and restored before any other action is performed within the function's body.
Listing 22 shows the fixed version of listing 21 when the compatibility mode is enabled. Both of the newly added machine instructions are highlighted with a fringe. The solution does not need to change any code of the legacy function. The SCADS functions are now able to maintain their context recovery by themselves as the global memory slot decouples the task of context recovery from the legacy function. When the function SCADS-function_2 is called, it operates on the data stack as requested, thus leaving the program in a correct state. It is necessary to mention that SCADS functions calling each other directly, are now accompanied by two redundant machine instructions, but the behavior of the functions remains unaltered.
The implementation of the compatibility mode requires a global symbol to be visible to every module to be compiled. This symbol requires 8 byte of memory for a 64-bit system, and therefore does not produce mentionable memory overhead. The performance overhead on the other side, may be noticeable as it is needed to integrate the recovery mechanism into every 
SCADS function as long as no control-flow analysis is made
to incorporate more information into the compilation process to reduce the number of additional machine instructions in case. We integrated the call-back compatibility mode in such a way that it can be enabled by passing the flag -enable-legacy-callback-compat to the compiler (to be more precise, to the LLVM back-end integrated into the llc binary).
Incompatibility of Stack Alignments
While the data stack is automatically aligned by the compiler as necessary, we have implemented the control stack in such a way, that it does not perform any additional alignment. On a 64-bit system, the control stack only stores 8 byte values which automatically enforces 8 byte alignment on the control stack. This way, no space on the control stack is wasted, and the memory segment is filled without any gaps. If a coarser grained alignment is needed, it may be necessary to forcealign the control stack by adding gaps of unused memory to every created stack frame. In case a frame pointer is in use, the control stack stores exactly 16 bytes in the corresponding stack frame, which cancels the necessity of adding memory gaps to fulfill 16 byte alignment for example. On the other hand, if no frame pointer is used, then a stack frame of the control stack is 8 byte large, due to the return instruction pointer being the only data structure that is stored in the frame. So in this case, a coarser grained alignment than 8 byte can only be fulfilled by the insertion of unused memory gaps.
The execution of legacy code may require 16 byte alignment for specific tasks. As any legacy code uses %rsp as stack pointer, it performs all of its local memory operations on the control stack instead of the data stack, which is referenced by %rbp. This is the origin of the incompatibility, because the data stack is 16 byte aligned anyway, but the control stack may only be 8 byte aligned, which can result in problems. Some data types handled by specific machine instructions, such as SIMD operations to handle large floating point numbers for example, need 16 byte aligned addresses as operands, otherwise they cause an exception to abort the program.
To allow a correct functionality of legacy code, which makes use of machine instructions that require 16 byte alignment on the stack, we have implemented another compatibility mode, that can be enabled by the user if needed. To activate the feature, the user must pass a flag to the LLVM back-end, called -enable-legacy-stack-alignment, when invoking the compilation process. The mode ensures 16 byte alignment on the control stack, by adding an 8 byte memory gap to each stack frame that does not make use of the frame pointer. This way every stack frame of the control stack starts on a 16 byte aligned address, which allows any legacy code to place the data of its call frames, so that it can be correctly processed by any machine instructions that require the now enforced alignment.
The implementation of the enforced alignment requires to generate two additional instructions per function to be compiled, which does not use a frame pointer for the data stack. To be more precise, it is necessary to extend the control stack in each function prolog, using the sub instruction, and shrink it once again in each function epilog, by making use of the add instruction. As the control stack is only extended and shrunk by the use of push and pop in general, it is not possible to modify already present sub and add instructions to fulfill the task of re-alignment as we described it. Therefore the additional instructions may cause a performance overhead, that depends on the percentage of stack frames, which do not use a frame pointer.
Using SCADS before Initialization
The initialization phase described in section 2.1 is responsible for the allocation of the data stack and eventually sets up the runtime environment of SCADS, to allow the usage of the two stacks as soon as the main function starts to run. As we already told, the initialization mechanism is implemented in a function which is wrapped around the main. Therefore we can rather logically conclude that it is not possible to use the data stack in any code sections that are executed before the allocation of the data stack's memory segment is done. We can extend this observation by stating that, before the main function, only legacy code may be executed which makes use of the original unified stack solely. This also includes the initialization phase itself which is compiled with the GCC compiler, thus its machine code does not make use of two stacks. If this condition is not met, and a SCADS-enabled function is executed before the main, the program is most likely to abort with a segmentation fault, because the function would then use %rbp as the data stack's stack pointer, which does either not contain any value so far, or points somewhere on the unified stack so that the function overwrites local data unexpectedly.
In general, the explained difficulty is not necessarily a problem, when a legacy LibC is in use. But as soon as one intends to use a SCADS-compiled version of the standard C library, a program is not able to run anymore, if the compilation process is not changed in a specific way. Before a normal program's main is invoked, a lot of preparatory work is performed. The linker ensures that many modules/functions like _start and _init, for example, normally invisible to the developer of a program, are executed before the actual program is run, to fulfill some necessary preparation tasks, like the allocation of memory segments and the setup of environment variables. To perform these tasks, these pre-main functions do make use of various library functions from the standard C library, which is also the reason for the difficulty that arises when a SCADS-version of the standard C library is used instead. All these pre-main functions are run before the main, but moreover also before the initialization phase which is the direct predecessor of the main. Therefore the usage of library functions results in undefined behavior, because the data stack is yet not allocated but already used when a SCADSenabled function of the LibC is called before the initialization took place.
One first important measure is to eliminate any usage of library calls within the initialization module itself. For that reason, we have implemented the initialization module to operate without using any library calls, but instead make use of bare system calls, as necessary a couple of times. But the modification of the initialization module solely is not sufficient to let a program successfully use a SCADS version of the standard LibC. We were yet not able to tweak the linker configuration in such a way that it uses two versions of the LibC, one (the legacy library) for the code that is executed before the main, and the other one (the SCADS version) for the rest. Therefore, the remaining option to fix the problem was also to eliminate calls to LibC-functions from the pre-main functions, such as _start.
As the _init function makes use of many chained library functions, it would be a complex task, to set up an overlay framework, which overwrites all the used functionality and eventually gets compiled by the GCC to be linked to the program. Instead we have set up an overlay framework which overwrites the root-functions atexit, _init and _ini_tls of the program's initialization mechanism. We did overwrite the functions with no functionality at all, just to eliminate the calls to library functions. Although the action of these functions do contribute to some essential mechanisms of a program's runtime environment, we have implemented the overlay framework as described, to prove the basic and successful usage of a SCADS-enabled LibC in practice. For a stable compilation and official porting of the standard C library to a SCADS version, a more sophisticated overlay or a modification of the linker is necessary.
Nevertheless, we have used the presented overlay to compile the standard C library of FreeBSD with our SCADS-enabled compiler and were able to test its correct functionality for various cases. The functions of the overlay framework do contain the prefix __wrap_ within their name, because we used the linker's support for overwriting function calls, by passing the flags -Xlinker -wrap=FUNCTION_NAME. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the described problem is only existent when it comes to the porting of the standard C library. Apart from the LibC, normally no library functions do get involved in the initialization of a general program's environment and therefore are not used before the main function. Hence, most libraries apart from the LibC can be ported and used as a SCADS-version straightforward, without introducing similar problems.
Conclusion
SCADS is a security measure whose task is to hinder attackers from exploiting programs, or to be more accurate, to prevent attackers from redirecting a program's control flow unexpectedly by modifying a return instruction pointer. Although we have implemented SCADS as a prototype for the x86-architecture within the C-compiler Clang/LLVM, it is actually a generic concept. In general, SCADS can be useful with every programming language that does not perform boundary checks on buffers by specification, thus making it easy to gain write access on the stack with the help of a buffer overflow. The bisection of Clang and LLVM into a frontend-and a back-end-compiler allow for a modular support of arbitrary programming languages. SCADS has been fully implemented in the LLVM back-end, so any programming language which has its own Clang front-end can be used to compile SCADS binaries with it.
According to the security analysis from section 4, SCADS' focus for protection lies on implicit control flow data of each frame, including return addresses as well saved frame pointers. In fact, the usage of a RIP is almost independent of a program's source code. The only option that can be set by the C programmer to affect the organization of a function's stack frame is the inline keyword. If a function is forced to be inlined, its stack frame is enrolled into the program's text segment at places where a call to it are made. This, however, just leads to the elimination of a function's RIP because no jump is followed to be returned on afterwards. The security analysis we have performed in section 4 has proven, that SCADS is well capable of defending the RIP of non-inlined functions against a couple of exploits we have tested.
The performance analysis from section 5 has shown that the performance overhead, which SCADS produces, was only small in our test case environment. SCADS performance leakage is mainly static, due to the initialization phase that must be performed on a program's invocation. Furthermore, the memory efficiency analysis from section 6 illustrats that SCADS compensates its initial memory overhead at runtime. Initially, SCADS requests approximately one additional Nevertheless, this is just the initial overhead and it is rather small compared to some related work, shown in section 3. Hence SCADS can also be used in an environment which does not supply plentiful memory for each program.
Finally, the compatibility analysis from section 7 states that SCADS is at least partially compatible to legacy code. Its greatest problem, however, are functions with more than six parameters due to the AMD64 calling convention. Most of the functions of the standard LibC do not have more than six parameters, and for the remaining one we have ported the standard LibC of FreeBSD to SCADS. For any other library that has not been compiled with SCADS yet, further incompatibilities may occur, making it also necessary to port the library to a SCADS version in future.
